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INTROOOCTION : 

In a recent paper Dry (4) gives an account of the fibre 

type arrays .... the result of an action o:f two forces ..- the 

prenatal check and the reducing o:f inherent coarseness acting 

on an undefined substratUm which occur on the back (4) of the 

New Zealand Romney Lamb . 

Preliminary observations by Dr . Dry and myself suggested 

that orderly relations existed between the fibre tYPe arreys on 

the .back and britch positions . Those observations were 

extended and a comparative study of the :fibre type arr$YS 

occurring over tlle dorsal and dorso-lateral portions of the 

coat of the Romney Lamb has been m&ae . Their distribution 1 

as 9ne was prepared to find , has proved orderly . 

Following naturally on this invcst~gation came a study of 

the proportions oi:.' precurly- tip to curly-tip and histerotrich 

fibres . 

f.u\TERI ~HO.lJS . 

The Romney .Lambs used tor 'this worlt l'ler€} fifteen of Dey ' a 

(5) experimental animals. For the purpose of general compar-

ison four Soutlldown and four Ryeland. la;nbs from the Massey 

Agricultural College stud floc~ were sampled in the same wey as 

the Romney lambs • Numerous Odd semples wore taken casually 

:from a eater number of Romney, ~outhdown end Ryeland lambs . 

Samples were tak~n :from the. tollowing positions and were 

co~veniently named : -

(l) ;eol~ 

see ll'ig • 2 . 

on the mid-dorsal line between the e 
horn positions . 

end 

(2) Neck base on the mid-dorsal line dorsal to the point 
of the shoulder . 

(3) Shoul der point on the point C?f the right shoulder bone 



(4) . i there: 

2. 

on the mid-dorsal line ~evel with the £ifth 
rib. 

(5) . Fifth. Rib . on the right fifth rib, ventro-lateral to tho 
withers in a line with the lateral aspect of the 
shoulder point end superior to the elbow. 

(6) 

( 7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Elbon • -
Back : ·-
Side : 

Superior 
ileum. 

(10). Thurl; 

(11) . Sup(:lrior 

on the elbow joint of the right forelimb. 

on the mid-dorsal line level with the last 
rib. 

on the right side , ventro-lateral to the back 
at the distal end of the last rib . 

on the mid-dorsal line at the superior angle 
o:f the ileum. 

on the junction o:f the :femur and pelvic bones 
(acetabulum) and ventro-lateral to the 
superior anRle of the ileum. 

fla.nk : Midway and slightly anterior to en imaginary 
line drawn between stifle and thurl . 

(12) . Britch: immediately posterior to the stifle Hoint and 
midway across the thigh. 

. 
Note that only dorsal and dorso-lateral positions have been 

regularly studied . Odd samples have 1 however, been taken f'rom 

the positions on the mid-ventral line . These positions 

were the brisket and on the mid-ventral line level with the 

shoulder point position ~ named ventral neck position . 

The gradients :figured do not take these samples into 

account but it may be mentioned that from the observations 

made it appeared that an f!J.!:Ta::J on the mid-ventral line was a 

little more depressed- that is a little more severely checked

than en array on .the mid .. dorse.l ~ine in the oorrespondin 

poai tiona . 

I .n reference to the dorsal and dorso-lateral portions of 

the coat - samples were not taken trom ~ of the positions shown 

on Fig . 2. :for every ani mal., for from preliminary examinations , 

it was found that britch, superior ileum, back, side, withers , 

shoulder point, and poll samples were sufficient to show the 

orderliness o:f distribution and the gradient of the depression 
~ l<W\.L 

on most sheep . A ~ few sheep~ samples~ taken from all the 

positions figured. 
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3 . 

The method of examining samples was simple ; the 

fibre tips wer~protected from the weather by coats of 

water-proof material (3) the lambs being covered before the 

halo- hairs commenced shedding . 

Samples were taken from the positions :figured nnd 

were stored in envelopes to be sorted in the laboratory on 

pieces if black velvet . Blunt tipped forceps with a good 

were used for sorting the samples . 

%ffE DISTBIBUTION OF THE FIBRE TypE ARRAYS ; 

ip 

Before giving an acoo\ll1t of the distribution of the 

fibre type arrays it is necessary to describe an array that so 

far b:as not been xound on the back . 

scarPdllent: A New Fibre-:J!vpe Array: 

Figure 1 . 

Thi s new arrBf is ,_ on the one hand, similar to the 

Plateau arrci:y in tha\ it has no sickle-fibres end has coarse 

halo~and sub-halo hairs and super-sickle fibres; on the oth~r 

hand, however, it is closely akin to the Plain array in that 

~ediately following along the array it has fine super- sickle

fibres succeeded by fine checked curly-tip ones; these checked 

curly-tip fibres are succeeded along the series by Cl~ly tip 

fibres exhibiting ~increase in coarseness . This 

array t herefore has no coarse curly-tip fibres and the only 

transition from early to late fibres is by w ol:- the fine super-: 

sickle and chec~ed curly-tip fibres to the fine curly- tip ones 

of t he series . Compare Pi g . J With t he Plateau and Plain 

arre;vs of Dry ( 4) • 

To date an Escarpment arr ay has only once been found on 

any position other than the po~l ... this was on the britch of a 

very dense Romney . From this animal. only bri tch and back 

samples were preserved; the arr~ on the back was Plain . 

The interpretation of such an array as the Escarpment 

must remain speculative until detailed studies of prenatal 

development have been completed and correl&ted with postnatal 

growth . This arr~ is as i ntensely checked if not more so 
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than the most depressed Plain arrey . It is also not unlike 

a Plateau array in which the precipice is unusually early . 

Toldt (13} describes three forma of hairs ~ Leithaare 

Grannenhaare e.nd Yfollhaare as present in a typical coat - the 

types not being sharply separat.ed :from one another but the 

forms are distinct and do not graue into one ru1other . 

Dry (2) working on the coat of the mouse iound t hat 

on the back there are no transitional :t'i bros connecting the 

Zigzags and Ha.irlets . Transitional fibres do occur between 

Zigzags and Auchenes but are not plentiful . Thi a absence 

o~ all transitional fibres between ~igzags and !Iairlets 

further SUrlgests t hat rea.ks t' mey be <f usual occurrence in 

MamL'lalian coats . 

In the sheep in some a.rreys we find a precipice occurring 

in the curly-tips . Precipice is the term {Jiven to the sudden 
. 

change along the err~ from coarse to fine curly- tip fibres 

without intermediate fibres . 

e may suppose there:fore that the precipice in the 

arr·ay in the coat o:f the sheep ma;v be correlated with the 

ibreal.. ·' between Zigzags and Hairlets in the mouse coat o:f 

Dry (2) and with the lack o:f connectir~ fibres referred to 

by Toldt (13) . 

Further, when we consider the small number of 

transitional fibres connecting di£ferent fibre types it is not 

unreasonable to suppose that these connecting :fibres are 

incidental to the main fibra types and mey be due to the 

developmen·t o:f a comparatively small number of follicles being 

either accelerated or del~ed . This lack of transitional 

fibres has been noticed particularly between the halo-hairs 

and super-sickle fibres in most e.rreys and between the small

ended sickle-fibres and the curly-tips o:f Ravine arra.ytJ • 

To allow for such , breaks · between fibre types we must 

assume that the development of the coat truces place in a 

series of j erks • Prenatal observati ons sut_;gests that such 

may be the case - breaks occurring between the trio staEe 
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and the first follicles and between the trio and nine sta~es . 

It is possible t hat other smaller 11breah.su mey- occur, :for 

example between the trioing of the X and the trioing of tne Y 

:follicles . ~t must be remembered , however, that there are 

additional follicles comin~ in all the time . 

I:f such breaks be of usual occurrence t he interpretation 

o:f the Escarpment arrEzy may be t hat in the Escarpment t here is 

a bre~ ' between the super-sickle and curly-tip :fibres - such 

a break · being analogous if not homologous w-1th the nprecipice" 

of othev arrays - and may be due to either a period when no 

follicles are laid down or to delayed groVJt h o:f a :follicle laid 

down or to di:fl.erenoes in follicle arrangement . 

The overlapping of the t wo :forces - the prenatal check 

and the reduction of inherent coarseness at the precipice -

will prevent the later portion of the arrey becoming coarse . 

Thus we may account for the Escarpment . Arra;y as being due to 

a Mrenatal check acting upon the early fibres, a breah1 

alogous to the precipice £allowed by an overlapping of the 

two forces, the prenatal check .and the reduction of inherent 

coarseness, causing all fibres later than the pi. .. ecipioe to be 

fine . 

The Fibre Type ,Arraye : 

Before describing .the distribution of tlw arrayes it is . 

necessary to state ·~hat t he variation in the arrays is due to 

t he action of two variables ( a) the intensi·ty of the pre-natal 

check and {b) the reducing of inherent cuarse:tless. '£he result 

of this action of variables is termed a. depression . Hhen it 

is considered t hat each of t hese variables can differ consid

erably in its time of onset 1 its period of duratioztuld its 

intensity , it is not unlikely that one will find variation 

in the fibre type arrays occurring on different animals . 

J)ry (4) :finds considerable variation from sheep to sheep in 

arrays occurring on the back . This action of forces , as :far 

as can now be judged, is a local phenomenon (4) . This 

point is discussed on p . 16 but it is useful to note here 
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that fibre typo arrays vary from position to position on 

the same animal 1 thus supporting this theory. 

Dry (5} ~ound tho fibre type arrays naturally fell i nto 

the followinp.: order : 

Plateau least deprecsed . 
Saddle 
Ravine 
Valley 
Plain and .bLcarpment - most depressed . 

This order is due to t he changes in intensi ty of the prenatal 

check and tho eLtent of the reducing of the inherent coarseness . 

In the Plateau arr~ the prenatal check is very nearly if 

not entirely non-existent . The noticeable effects oi the 

reduction of inherent coarseness~ not take ~l&&e till about 

half wa:y along the curly tip portion of the arrey . The 

precipice does 1 however, vary from position to position; this 

is discussed elsewhere . The Saddle array is due to a. non-

intense pre~natal check and a late reduction of inherent 

coarseness. This reduction takes place at about t he same ti-ne 

in both Saddle and Plateau arrays . The prena.toJ. check in t he 

Ravine arrey is often i ntense but is of :fairly short durt..tion 1 

t here always being a rise i.11 coarse~css i n the post-ravine sic1.le-

f'ibrot;. The reduction in inherent coarseness is still later 

t han tne rise in coarseness due to the removal o:f the prenatal 

check . In the Valley arrey the prenatal check is intense 

and o£ long duration while the reduction i n inherent coareeness 

more nearly approaches the t ime when the prenatal check has 

cea.oed to function . In the Plain arreys the prenatal check 

and the reduction i,n inherent coarseness overlap and there is 

no increase in coarseness along the arr~ . The Escarpment 

arrayio similar to t he Plain except t ha.t it lacks sickle- fibres . 

Both these arrays have a severe prenatal check but in the Plain 

array 1 t does not appear that overlapping wi t.h the reduc tion 

in inherent coarseness take~place until after the formation of 

sickle :fibres. In the ~soarpment the reduction of inherent 

coarseness is exceptionally early and in conjunction with the 

prenatal check depressed all :follicles l ater thon super-sickle 
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ones to checked curly- tip ones . It is therefore di:fi'1cul t to 

say whether the Escarpment is more depressed than the Plain 

array so they have r..een considered to be eqti.§.lly a:E:Cect~d· 

·-e thus can suggest that the order of the fibre type 

arrays is due to an increase in the intensity of ~he p~~na.tal 

check top;ethex· with an earlier reduction o:f the inherent 

coarseness. 

Each of th~se arrays passes gradually into the next; 

all variety of al:'ra;rs intertnediate between these a.rreys ha:ve been 

encountered both from a.~imal to a.n!mal and over the same 

animal • 
]) 

~he ~istribt.ttion ~ 

As hao b~on stated elsewh~re preli.m~na:rJ exuminat.ions 

showed that different :fibre type arrays occurred on paoli and 

britch positions . It was known that fibre type arrays pass 

gradually :from one to the other - see e.bo~e . From these two 

:facts it was suspected that ~:1. fibre type a+~8\YS separati ng 

the array on the back from the array on the bri tch would be 

encountered somewhere on the area ~pt~rvening between these two 

positions . 1'his we.o found to be true. Further, knowing that 

the arr~s on the back and br.itoh posi tiona di:f:fered it was 

suspected that the arrays on the positions anterior to the back 

ould differ :from those on the back; thi s surmise was also found 

t o be correct . As ioVell as revealing Jchat fibre type arrays 

on back end bri toh positions differed the preliminary examinati on 

indicated that orderly relations emi sted between back an~ britch -

the array on th0 back never being leas intensely depresse~ than 

the one of the britoh . 

ore detailed work involving the study of the :fibre 

type arrays occurri ng over the bodies of various Romney lambs 

demonstrates that orderly variation ;from position to position 

i s the rule :for the distribution of :fibre type arrays over the 

body of the Romney l amb . 

See Figs . 3 , 4 , 5, 6 1 7 and Graphs 1, 2, 3~ 4, 5, 6 ~ and 7 . 
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This orderliness in variation is mainly due to less 

depressed arrays being posterior to more depreoaed ones, though, 

as explained later 1 some elaboration o:f th;ls general statement is 

required . 
it 

From these statements,,is e.pparent that the gradual increase 

in the depression caused by the action af the prenatal check and 

the reduction of inherent coarseness from posterior to anterior 

regions results in a general posterior-anterior, or britch -

poll fibre tYlJe array gradient~ 

See Graphs l, 2, 3., 4 1 p~ 6 and 7. 

Besides the britch- poll gradient there mus~ be kept in 

mind the subsidiary ao.ients due to the lessening of the 

depression as one pass<?s :from superior to inf'erior posi tiona 

of the dorsal and lateral regions of the coat of the Romn~ 

lamb . 

see Fig . 3, 4, 5 and Graphs 1 , 2t 3 , 4:; 5, 6 and 7 . 

Returning now to the description of the general gradients we 

find that these vary in steepness f'rom animal. to animal . Fine 

even coated lambs and their opposites the very coarse coated 

animals 11ave very slig}lt britch-poll gradients . See Graphs 

l and 2- Sheep No . 755 and No . 518 . igs . 3 and 4 . These 

two lambs resemble one another in that both exhibit slight 

britch-po~l gradients, but they are unlike in that No . 618 

(Graph 2) shows an even gradient due to a heavy depression - the 

result of intense prenatal checking and early reducing of the 

inherent coarse.ness, while No . ·755 (Graph 1) has been very 

sli€;,htly affected by the prenatal check a.nd the reducing of 

inherent coarseness ha.s been comparatively late . These two 

animals show gradients on different planes; it is necessary 

to find more varied animals to connect the two planes . These 

two animals also vary in the evenness ol. length o:f the fibres 

comprising the fibre type array . No . 618 (Graph 2) shows 

little variation in the length of its fibres as one passes along 

the array, while No. 755 shows marked variation in fibre length . 

as one passes along 
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the series - t hose fibres later than the precipice being very 

w~oh shorter than the earlier ones . 

These two $heep =- · _N o . 618 p..nd No . 755 - do not e:x:hibi t 
\.1 

gradients such as are found in tbe coats of ~ambs more 

typioe~ of the breed hut are indicative of the wide extremes 

o:f coarseness and :fineness occt.ll'ring in this breed of: sheep; 

they ore EU.ao indicative of the extremes in fibre type arrays 

one finds on ·the sheep intermediate between these two extreme 

typos . 

The l e.rnba r.uol'e typiou.l of the Homney breed have a 

marked gTadient from britch to poll . See Fig . 5 and Graphs 

3 , 4, 5 , 6 and •1 • These graphs :.>hoYT general posterior-

anterior gradients due to slight depressing on ·the bri tch 

passing to a deep depreesion on the poll. 

To gi:ve some idea. of the variations in f'ibre 1i'JPe arra;r found 

over ·the body it is now necessary to touch UJ.)on the details 

concerning the distribution of those arrays . It is s i iilplor to 

describe first the distribution on those lrunbs more cheracterist-

io o:f the Romney breed . 

No . 628 - Graph 3 , did not have a poll or base of neck 

specimen stored but the other somples examined were su.t:fioient 

to sho . that a marked posterior-anterior gTadient is present . 

This particular animal was the only lamb o:f those examined 

to show ·a more depressed :fibre typo arra;r on the back then on 

the sid.e. ll the other animals ~-:tamined were inclined to be 

slightly more depreased on tho back tha.u on the side but 

the depression was not sufficiently greater to cause a difference 

in arrey . This difference in ~ray be~neen back and side 

illustrates the inferior-superior fibre type arrey- eradients . 

It may be mentioned here that certain lambs showed a 

higher percentage of medullation on the back t han on the side . 

This is contrary to the results obtained by Elphick (7) vn1en 

working on older sheep . Here it may be mentioned that in 

some work of y's (5) he finds that medullation is better 
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sustained baaa.lly on ·the side than on the ba.ok; Rude.ll (~1) 

in his &leering e.x:perimenta hae the same experience . 

"11 tll Nos . 641 ~ 745 end 638 (Graphs 4;_ f)~ Wld 7) No . 628 

(Graph J) illustrates the down limb gradients of the ini~erJ.or-

superior gr~dients mentioned . The hind limb inferior-

superior adient ;i.s usuallY mo.:rked but the :rore limb 

one is not so obvious . . The el'bow position ie however usucJ.ly 

more severely der:>ressed t b.an the £1fth rib a!ld one is able to 

detect au elbow~wi ther imerior-su.periox gradi~nt . The 

eJ.bowis usuelly about e.a intensely depressed eo the superior 

ileum position . 

The curly-tip fiores of vhis she~p wore unusual; their 

tips were very :fine ~d lo.r..g bu·t basally tl.e.v showed e. marked 

increase in coarseness , most of the fibres showing some medull-

a:tion ~ The average emot.mt of medullatio.a over the body
.-hc~ 

estimP..ted 'by trma.tn or;! W()~~.&.n-. of applyf~g thQ :Benzol. te~·t 

was 52 pet' cent. The positions tested vtere o.ll those from 

which samples were taken tor- the fibre type e:rray gradient work . 

Foot.note by P. R . htoMahon on a methoo. o:f estimating ~i~ 
medullation revealed in Benzol . 

When comparing eemples the average percentage of fibre 
materio.l a:ff'eoted. by medullation IDS\V be taken B.S a.n index 
of the degree o:f the hairiness revealed by the Benzol test . 

The :fol lowing technique was evol ved to obtain such e. figure 

1 . The staple la teased out to a standard thickness of 300 
fibres to eaoh inch of width by comparison with a standard 
staple obtained by direct counting . 

2 . The staple is immersed in benzol and With the a i d of e. 
photograph o:f a lock in 'benzol spread to ·the ~aw.e thickness 
and shewing zones where 10 ••••••••.••• 90% o:£ the :Libras are 
medullated, estimations o:C the perceTlte.ge :fibres a.ffoctcd 
ere made at ttt interv~s . 

~ . "Taking these :figures e.a l'epresentativc, the average 
percentage of. medUllated fibre over the lock is calculated end 
exp:resaed as one figure. 

The technique is slow an.d cumbersome bv.t has been ohown to be 
reasonably a.ooure.te for normal s6lllples of \Vool . In the case of 
lemba wool , however , 1;he oocuracy is con:nidero.bly reduced by 
rapid oha.~gea in hairiness !rom one level in the staple to 
a."lother , e.nd aloo by the paraJ.lel placing of' t he fibres which 
hinders accurate teasing . Dif~erences of 7% would be significant 

The second of t hese more characteristic Romneys to be 
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described is No . 745 Graph 4 . In thie lamb the fibre 

type array on the fifth rib position is more depressed 

than that on the wi tllers . The actual di:ff'ercncc in arr~s 

is ho\vever not so marked here a.s it is between the back a.nd 

aide positions of No . 628, Graph 3 . No . 745 was interesting 

in that there was noticeable variation from array to array 

in the distance along the series VJhere the precipice came. 

The precipice was on the whole ear~ier in ~No 7 IS than in 

most sheep but even so on the anterior regions the precipice 

pcourred noticeably earlier the.n on posterior ones . This 

sut;gests a gradient in the position of tllc precipice 

similar to that drawn for the fibre type arr~ys . The precent

e of medullation was high - about P~) . 

No . 641 Graph 5, Fig . 5 # the next of the more tYPical 

Romney l~bs figured has a gradient very ~imiler to th~t 

of No . 745 (graph 4); the exc.eptions just mentioned being the 

outstanding points of difference. This lemb though not 

so hairy as No . 628 or No . 745 was by no means free o:f 

medullation . Medullation was approximately 28 per cent. 

The :Courth animal of the · five lambs graphed as most 

characteristic of the Romney lambs studied is No . 763, Graph 

6 . This lamb, with the exception of the britch, is a 

oompa.rati vcly ;fine woolled animal • The bri tch has coarse 

early 1i bros J he.l.o- hairs and super-sickle and curly-tip 

fibres J' which are of the long waving ty"J e, but early 

in the curly-tip :fibres there is a su9-den chbllge :from the 

coarse long waving fibres to the fine shorter ones of the 

curly-tip portion o:f the series . Thi a eudden change - ·the 

precipice -- was unusually early in this antmal . The very 

f1ne fibres succeeding such an uarly precipice were able to 

be compared with the fine fibres occurring elsewhere on 

this generally fine coateu sheep . ~sowhere the coat was 

fine and of even length . 

low - about 10 per cent. 

The medullation percentage was 

Graph 6 reveals a steep bri tch 
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to thurl ~radient while the thurl to poll gradient is slight -

Ravine to .Plain . The llavine on the thurl has a very slight 

increase in coarseness in the post-ravine sickle-fibres , makinG 

the Ravine on the thuil more closely approaching the more rather 

than tho less depressed arrays which it is intermediate between . 

No . 638 -: the last of the five more typical Romney 

lambs studied is a comparatively fine even coated lamb having a 
v ' 

sl:il.ght posterior-anterior adient from the s ide to the poll . 

From the britch to the side , however , the variations were obvious . 

The percentaee of medullation was low - approximately 5 per cent . 

The five sheep just described - Roe . 628, 745 , 641 , 763 

and 638 - Graphs 3; 4 1 5, 6 and. 7 respectively - are animals 

exhibiting fibre type array gradients more or less characteristic 

of the New Zealand Romney lamb . These £ive sheep , however, are 

found to separate themselves into three classes, a coarse and a 

finer one with an intermediate one connecting the other tw~M . 
studied 

This is more apparent when the gradients for all the animaJ.o"are 

to be seen . In the coarser class may be placed the first 

three described - N-os . 628 , 745 , 641 - Graphs 3, 4, and 5, and 

in tlle .:finer class is No . 638 - Graph 7 . No . 763 is representative 

of tlle intermediate class . From the sheep figured one might 

imagine t hat more lambs fell into the coarser class but in reaJit,y 

the numbers for each class are approximately equal for the 

animals examined - those representative of the fine class not 

be~ng figured so o~ten owing to the smaller · emount of variation 

found among the finer coated animals . 

The finer class - as represented by No . 638 , Graph 7, is 

seen to approach the extreme fine type No . 618 1 Graph 2 . Those 

of· t he intermediate class - No . 763 Graph 6 for example - do not 

exhibit such a regular distribution of arrays as the finer class but 

are far less irregular t han those of the coarser gr oup . The 

animals o:f the coarser class - Nos . 628 , 74o 1 and 641 - Groups 3 , 4 

and 5 ... approximate the extreme coarse type No . 755 1 Graph l · 

Further substantiation of this grouping into classes is 
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to be found by comparing the percent~,es of medullation found 

in the different coats . These will be found to group 

themselves in the same way and though not indicative of the 

fineness they do suggesL that medullation does not occur to any 

extent in the absence of coarseness . 

COAftSE CL4SSS 
p.rgphs 1. 3. 4 & 5 

INTERM.illDI 
Gr~h§ 6 . 

ss FIUE CLA~S. 
Graphs 2 & 7 . 

Extreme type No . 75o 
No . 755 8 · 

No . 763 11; 
medullation 

Extreme type No. 
618 

medullation 

No . 628 5 
medullation 

No . 745 5~· 
medullation 

No . 641 28< 
I medul.lation 

No . 618 
medullation 

No . 638 . vi'" 
medullation 

From this it will be gathered t hat the Romney Lambs 

investigated divided themselves into threo classes - a coarse , 

an intermediate, and a fine one . They divide t hemselves t hus 

both by their varying percentage of medullation and their fibre 

type arrays gradients . The occurrence of th ree such 

classes together with such widely divergent &.rradients as those 

of No . 618 Graph 2 1 and No . '755 . Graph 1 , suf.mests th€..t the . 

Romney is a very uneyenly bred sheep with wide divergence in 

the coat cllarac~eristicso:f two animals belonging to the same 

breed . 

In marked contrast with the irregular distribution 

of arrays found on the l ambs more typical of the Romney breed 

were the comparatively regular ones tound on the extreme types 

Nos . 755 and 618 Graphs 1 and 2 . 

No . 755 Fig . 3 Graph 1 - the extreme coarse type -

has similar fibre type arrays - Plateau- on oll positions 

posterior to the withers region . n terior to the withers 

the prenatal check exerts sliGht influence but not even on 

the poll does it become very intense, the finest array beine 
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a Re.vine . The percentaf,e of medullation was high - approximately 

80 per cent . This animal, despite its high percent~e of 

medullation and the large number of l'lateau arrays did not have 

very stiff coarse halo- hairs . Halo , sub-halo hairs, super-sickle 

and curly~tip f~brcs were long and waving but show a marked 
I 

increase in medullation a short distance from the tip . These 

long waving fibres r~sembled the Lincoln type of coarse fibre . 

This sheep was interesting ~n that although it was difficult 

to detect any increase in the intensity of the prenatal check , 

until after the withers region wa.~ reached the second variable 

the reduction in inherent -coarseness- causing the precipice 

in the curly-tip portion o:f tlle arTff3 1 oa.me into operation earlier , 

in the err~s on the anterior regions than in those on the 

posterior ones . It would thus be possible to draw a gradient 

from bri tch to neck base showing the precipice tak;i.bg place earlier 

and earlier along tl1e array. The i,noreo.s'e in intensity of the 
., >";;.; 

prenata.l check on ~he poll tends to mask this tendency of the 

precipice to appear earlier on this region . No . 755 is the 

least depressed arrayed animal on whiph I have studied all 
' positions , but another sheep :for which only back, side, britch 

and poll specimens were available, had a Plateau a;r-,:ay on the 
I 

poll as well as on the other three more posterior positions (4) . 

No . 618, Gra.ph 2 - the extreme :fine type - is very 

regular in the dis tri bu ti on of its arrays . Unlike No . 755 

where any irregularities of distribution occur·red ante~iorly, 

the irregularities of No . 618 are posteriorly placed . The :fibre 

ty:pe array gradient of No . 618 vory closely approaches those 

f'ound on the By eland and southdown lambs . Graphs 8, 9, 10 1 11 

lfigs , 6 and 7. The percent8be of medullation was low ~ · about 5 

per cent - but the distribution was unusual - moat of' it occurring 

on the superior ileum position; the britch had more medullation 

than a.ny position other than the superior ileur..L; it had; however , 

only about a. quarter of the amount on the superior ileum, Elphick 

(7) . No . 618 was unusual i n that very :few of the early :fibres 

of the fibre type array series were present; halo-hairs were 
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non- existent and si ckle- fibres very scarce . This lamb was 

the progeny of a no-halo- hair ewe mated to a no~halo-hair ram . 

In addition to the fact that ve few early fibres were present, 

the coat was very fine and even , very little variat ion from 

fibre to fibre taking place on any region b~t the britch where 

the early curly- tip ~ibres showed a slight increase in coarseness . 

The greater percentage o:f medullation on the superior ileum 

was due to _ a large number of fibres being slightly medullated 

rather than to a few coarse ones being very hairy . 

t1in§' Fibre Txoe Array Yariatione : 

so farall observations hav~ had to do with the m~jor 

variations , due to the action of the two variables the prenatal 

check and the reduction of inherent .coerseness causing different 

fibre type arrays . Little attention , bar reference to the 

change in the position of the precipice in Nos . 745 and 755 1 has . 
been given to the gradual gradients w~tl1in the arrays t hemselves . 

Aniwals such as No. 755 No . 641 and No . 618 have similar 

fibre type arrays on a lar&e number of the regions ex~ined 

but because the fibre type array is the S&:.le it does not 

mean there is no variation between say, a Plain array on the 

superior ileum and El. Plain array on the Poll . It is . :tound that 

there are marked dif:t"erences in the extent to which ·these two 

arrSJTs that are technically the same , are depl'essed . TherefQre, 

for such sheep as No . 618, No . 641 and No . 755 where most of the 

positions have the same fibre type arrays more detailed graphs 

showing the changes \Yith:i.n arrays can be drawn; this gradient is 

a very gradual one, emphasising the adual change from one fibre 

tyPe arr93"" to the next . see Graph 12 , a detailed graph of Nos . & . 
641, 756 . We :find, therefore, that in nearly all sheep there 

is ~ gradient from britch to poll - if not one due to chan~e in 

fibre type array there is one due to tho changes within the array 

the anterior regions being more. depressed than the posterior ones . 

The most noticeable changes from posterior to anterior regions are 

the ohan0ea in the position of the precipice and the lessening of 

the coarseness of the halo-hairs , supersiokle and curly~tip 

:fibres as one passes anteriorly . 
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swnmarx: 
The first animal di soussed was a fine even-coated lemb 

No . · Gl8 Graph 2, exhibiting little variation from britch to poll . 

This animal not only showed slight "'fe.riation :from position to 

position but little variation from fibre to fili.rewithin the 

array . 

On the other hand No . '755 Graph 1 Fig. 3 was a coarse 

coated animal with little variation in the types of arrays 

occurring from britch to poll but within t he arrays is exhibited 

marked variation .from fibre to :fibre . 

Intermediate between t .11e s e two types are three classes -

a coarse~ a fine and en intermediate one . The coarse class 

approaches the extreme cof,.U'se type, while the :fine one approaches 

the extreme fine type; the intermediate class connects t he two. 

The lambs of' t hese t .nree classes show dif:t·erent degrees o:f 

variation both in the fibre type arrays over the body and from 

:fibre to fibre within the arrey according to how closely they 

approximate either the coarser or fi ner extreme type. 

~be :Prev§lenoe of the s .evera:j. Fibre me Arrays on the Various 
Positigns : 

The fcl.lowing table gives an i deu of the proportion of' 

fibre type arr~s found on the dift:erent posi tiona . These are 

from a number of samples t aken at random from dLf:ferent Romney . 

animals : 

Po.si;tions: 
11A13Ll!; 1: 

Fibre tne ,a.rra..ys ·in ptoporti on to one 
anotser . -- ·- · · 

No . sheep Plateau : Saddle ; · Ravine : Valley ! Plein .&: · 
examined escarpment 

Britch 

Thurl 

100 

39 

Superior ileum 
30 

Back ) ( 4 ) l. 00 
Side ) 

Wi th~rs · ) 46 
F1ifth Rib ) 

Shoulder 
point 

Poll 

4-4 

35 

50 

3 

1 

i nfrequent 

infrequent 

ll 

n 

6 

5 

4 

in:J.:re~ 
quent 

II 

" 

13 

2o 

l d 

<35 

4 

2 

i nfre
quent 

9 

b 

4 

,. 42 

I 
I 

21 

19 

3 

ini'requent 

infrequent 

2 

18 

18 

20 

30 
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On ·the bri toh 81llOng the sheep examined it was found that 

Plateau wa•s far more common then a:li first suspected . y (4) 

however , workine on an1mals with no halos on the bach found that 

these animals very rarely have a bri tch array so li t'tle depressed 

as a. Saddle . Two of the :Plateau arrays had 1ew halo- and 

sub-halo-hairs but a large number of euper-sickle-:f'ibl"'ee and 

coarse chalky tipped curly-tip ones . Chalky is the term used to 

describe that white opaque look of medullated fibres . Plain and 

Esca:rpr.H9nt are the most common arra~ys on the poll - Plain being 

more often found than Escarpment . 

From the above table it oan be seen t hat the arrays 

occurring most often on the dif~eront regions are 

Britch -· Saddle then Plateau 

Thurl - Ravine 

superior Ileum ... ... -.Iiavine 

Back and side - Valley then Ravine 

Wi thcrs and 't, 

fifth rib · :-: . :VaJ.ley and plain 

Shoulder poi nt - Plain and Valley 

Poll Plain then Escarpment . 

From this it can be seen that t here is a general tendency 

or the more anterior positions to have more depressed arrays 

than the posterior positions . 

From the summary of the commqneS~t arrays found on the 

di.fferent positions , a graph (Graph 12) :for an i maginary lamb 

typical. of the animals studied ODn be dro.wn and it will be seen 

that this gr aph (Graph l 3) is very similar to the &rra.phs drawn 

for the animals consi dered more or leos characteristic of t he 

H.omney breed ........ Nos . 628, 745, 641 , 763 1 638 . 

raphs 3 1 4 , 5, 6 1 and 7 with Gra.phs 13 • 

ompare 

~Tom the ~raph it can be seen that in the l ambs more 

ohe.ra.cteristio of the rlomney breed t here is a marked fibre type 

e:rrei gra.di en t from bri tell to poll . Also it wi~l be remenbered 

that there is often consi derable variation from fibre to fibre 

comprising the arra¥ series . 
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It was nmv necesse.r:v to ascertain whether some more even 

breed of sheep exhibited fibre type arr03 r.re.Uients similar 

to those of the New Zealand Romney . 

co 

A .small. :number o:f samples were taken from Southdown 

and Eyeland lembs ~ nirie samples :from !our sheep o:f ee.ch 

breed and less from others, with t he idea of determining the 

fibre type errEcy· gradients for purposes o;f comparison wi t h the 

Rorune:-l la.mbfJ . 

~guthdovm Lembo : 

The ~out.hdmm coat when co.upared with that of the 

Romne;y is very much :liner and more uniform ·- Graphs 8 and 9 

Fig . 6 . 

A.Iuong the l.ombo examined srnokiness Rudall (12) Elphick ( 7) 

wus found to be of common occurrence but medullation wa~ 

unusual . The lambs studied were very fro~ from halo-hairs; 

a fevt had some on the poll region v'Jhile a sli&htly greater 

number had them on their bri toh margins and briskets; on many 1 

however , there were none at all . 

The arrays showed a very even distribution with very 

little t;radient in the arrey depression . on only two of those 

examined did Valley a,rrey- occur on t;he Britch (Graph S)the ,, 
others exhibiting Plain array~ on the britch - Graph 9 . In 

the two Valley arrayed britches it was possible to piok 

out some chalky sickle-ends of aichle-xibres by means of the 

enzol test . Blphick ,~ (8) . These chalky ended onos, however , 

did not comprise the greater number o:f sickle-fibres fer more 

very fino non-medullated ones occurring . Somo of these very 

:fine sickle-fibres are shed but I did not find any of those 

with medullated ends shed; a.s well as f'ine sickle-.fibres some 

o~ the fine curly-tip ones are also shed . 

The other Southdown britches examined had Plain arrays 

Graph OJ . Those with Plain arrays on the britoh did not have 

very many :fibres with medullated sickle-ends . SicklO'fibres 

were numerous but ·here extremely :t'ine a.t~d were very ensy to 
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mi os in sorting samples . 

On the two animals with Volley array on the bri toh 

it \'Vas fOl.mcl that the more dorsaJ. po si tiona rapidly changed 

to Plain arrays . On none of tho sheep examined was an arra:y 

less depre ssed then a Plain found anterior to tho superior ileum 

position . 

On one animal an Esc[ol'pment array wa.s found. on the poll. 

This animal had halo- and oub-halo- b.airs '!" short stou.t kemp 

fibres - and ver'IJ :tine super- aial: .. J.e- f1 bres succeeded by checked 

curly-tip ones; the h.alo- and sub-ho.lo hairs were shed . 

The Southdowns examined are from one flock only and 

do not represent the extremes o£ conrsenees or ~ineness it may be 

possible to find in the breed . ~hey can , however , be compared 

with i;hose Romncys Il!Ore characteristic ot tha breed. Tlle 

Southdown gradients a.re not unlike the gradient of· the extreme 

fine type of Romney lamb No . 618 Graph 2 , but they ere generally 

far more even in array distribution than those more typical Romney 

l ambs • Graphs 3 , 4 1 o, 6 and 7 . 

121e !~:ye:}.8Jld Lambs ; 

In many ways the wool o:f the Ryelan d lambs was not unlike 

that of the Ro::nney - Graph$10 , 11 , , Fie: . 7 . 

In tho Ryeland the sickle-fibres a.re like those of the 

southdown but ~e perhaps a little coarser ; sickle- fibres with. med

ullated ends are by no means restricted to the posterior regions . 

The sheep examined had fewer halo- huirs than the Romney and they 

were not so long • Th~y were not, powe-ver , so free of these 

fibres as the southdown lambs were . Shedding of fine siokle- fibreE 

but to a lesser extent - takes place as in the $outhdown . 

ln the curly- tip fibre portion of· the arrey the resemblance 

to the coat o:f the Romney is quite marked . :A considerable 

amount of medullation was present in some cases and in most there 

were traces of it . Compared with the curly-tip portion of the 

Romney however tlie Ryeland curly-. tip fibres presented a more even 

series and exhibited less variation in length from fibre to film 

within the arrS\V; peak curly-tips (5) were not found . The fil:r es 
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· as e. vthole were E.~omewhat shorter tlla.n those of Romney lambs 

of the same a.gc . 

A Plain a.rr~r was not found on the Ryeland britches studied 

but Valley was common; Ravine arrays were found o~ two of the 

britches examined but nothing less depressed was seen . The 

distribution of the arrays on these Ryeland lambs resembled 

the distribution of the array on the lsmbs belonging to the 

:fine class of New t';eal4D.d Uomneys - Graph 2 and '7 but there 

is apparently far l ·ess variation in the fibre ~ype arr~s 

occurring on di:ffet"ent poa.i tions on the more average Ryelend 

lambs than there ~s in the more qharacteristic Romney onesi 

the Southdo~vn 1 however, shows less variation still than the 

Ryelnnd does . 

As in the Sotl,thdown examples the Dyela.nd lamps ~ampled 

are :from one flock - and are therefore not indicative o:f possible 

extremes of ei thor coarseness or :fineness.•. 

T~ough the numbers 9f sheep of these breeds examined 

are sma.l:l the observations mad~ ind.ica.te that in both these 

breeds the distribution of :fibre type arrey is :fer less 

variable than in the Romney en9. their coat, is generally t·iner 

with ~ess variation i~ ~i.bre length . The coat is shorter than 

the Romney especi,aJ.J.y in tho oa.ee o:f the Southdown . 

Medullation is more common in the Romney lamb , 1:>ut is not 

unoonu.non in the Ryeland lam~; the southdown has very 11 ttle o:f 

it but thos~ examined were inclined to ShO\IIJ' a considerable amount 

of smokiness, (12) (7, . 

Of the tvro studied tbe Ryela.nd breed is the more closely 

allied to the Romney one when jud[Jed by wool cha.ro.cters alone . 

Both Ryel.and ,a;nd Southdovm lambs ex.hibi t a me.r}~ed 

tendency to shed their :finer EJickle-fibres . Coarse super- sickle· 

fibres and halo-hairs were shed in a ma.tmer similar to the 

shedding of coarse :fibres in the Romr:ley breed . The Southdown 

aloo sheds a few e~ly fine curly-tip ones . This shedding of 

fine sickle-fibres is in marked contrast to the shedding of 
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these fibres as it occurs in the Romney where shedding of all 

but baby and infant sickle- fibres is to be regarded as a.n 

expression of vigour , y (5) . Roberts (10) and Darling (l) 

in their papers on the Welsl1 mountain and tlle ~cottish. .lje l:lfii;atn 

Bla.~a.c e breeds, r especti vely
1 

mention tha.t shedding of fine :fibres 

does occur and dissociate it from the shedding o£ Kemp . In 
ol Sou/h. ~CA.. 

their work on the Bla.ckheaded .Persio.n ,puerO.en GWBoyd make 

r eference to a spring sheddir~ of wool fibres as distinct from 

kemp :fibres . In the Blaokhea.ded .Fersia.n , howovor, all :fibres 

of tho coat are apparently shed . In the ~ou thdovm and Ryeloo d 

it is only the early f'ibres of the fibre e arr~ - the sickla-

and early curly-tip ones that shed . In the .Welsh ~ountsin Breed 

(10) :from the a.cc uunts given, the shedding is apparently similar 

to tlJ.a.t of the Romney. In the Romney (5) nhedding of kemp fibres 

is common . In adcl.i tioP, to this, however , there is t· smoky '' shedding 

due to the dema.ging of' f'~ bres (12) • Further dn one tmimal 

examined by . Rudall it is found ths.t there is shedding of the 

hiaterotrich fibres . The manner of shedding of t hese difxers 

:from that of the early kemp :fibres . Here the shed .f i bres do 

not have a bul b- like tmelling .forming a aheath round the brush 

nor do they have a oky swelling as in fibres where the shedding 

is caused by the damaging of the follicles . The brush is ama.ll 

and the pr oximal end o+ the ;fibre very thin . The shedding in. 
$~olh£1... 

the M:onn aU. Blackface of tho :fine fibres is apparently uore 

nearly related to the shedding in the Blackhondod J?crsian than to 

that in the Romney breed . 

. The :t:ine shed fibres of the southdovm and Ryeland are 

the early tibres of the array ~ tee fibres that might form kemp 

in more hairy breeds . They ore shed in a manner similar to 

that of the kemp o:f the Romney; each fibre having a bulb· like 

sheath about its ·brush - the bulb swelling beinp.; visible to 

the naked eye when sorting on black vel.vet; these :fibreo a.re 

not ~nfant or baby sickle- i'i bres t!lough infe..1t and baby shed 

sickle- fibres a1·e found in both the southdown and Ryeland bro~~ds . 

Some of the shed curly-tip fl brea of the Southdovm had smolzy 
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\ 

swe~lings but no~ aJ.l , some. being shed in the normal wey • . 
Fram this we can saY that the shed ~ibro types of the 

sou·thdown and Ryela.nd lambs are of' the same type e.s those fi brea 

that oonsti tute the kemp o1.· the Romney ~ Halo-hairs , and coaroe 

super- aickle-:fibret;~ when present and fine super-sickle and 

sickle-fibres. and as i,n 1;he Romne;r occasional curly-tip 

ones . The shedding o~ the curly-tip fibres of the Southdown 

is more usual than the shedd~ng of coarse cur;t.y-tip ones of tho 

' Romney which usually takes place to any extent only in Plateau 

; a1'l.d occasional Saddle en<i Ravine arrSJTs . 

In a personal communication PrY ~eports that one fine 

woolled Romney lamb exhibited shedding of f'inB sickles in a. 

manner simj.lar to that of the Southdown and Ryole.nd . This 

a.s accompanied by the shQdding of coarse Kempa as well . In 

t his animaJ. as in the s outhdown an.d Ryeland , shedding is in all 

probability. primarily due to some factor other ·chen Vigour . 

The shedding of histerotriohs ; mentioned as occurring in 

one Romney , mey b9 hu,nger shedding; such shedding was not seen 

in the southdown and Hyelapde studied • ':r,he method of s:J.edding 

in thea~ two breeds is sim~l.ar to th~t. of the ke:np c:f tho 

Romney - a thinning of th.e ,:fibte su,9ceeded tlY ~ brush ~n a 

sheath for.ming a b~b~ike ewel~ing • smoky §hCdding occurs in 

all three breeds . 

and 

FI 

Britch- Poll grgdient t 

From the :foregoing account i~ is apparent that in the 

New zealand Ramney the ~xt~nt. to which the fibre type arravs 

are depressed varies over the dorsal and dorso•lateral regions 

of the body eivtng a general gradient from britch to poll -

that is a po sterior-anterior gra.die ... 'lt; this gradient is 

gradual ... no sudden tJ"e.nsi tions ouch as Plateau on tho bri tch 

to plain on the. superior .flank poe! tion taking :place . 

§MRsidiary Grad~en~ : 

SUbsidiaty to this &eneral posterior- anterior gradient 
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but ooou.rrlng with it a.ra the gradients do the sides oj; the 

body. Thea·~ subsidiary eradi ents are moel'l; noticeable down the 

limbs. In the sa f-."T&dien·ts we f'ind that the array Q)n the 

in:ferior :position limits the array on the ouporior poo.i tion -

See Gru:pho J., 2, 3, 5 and '1. 

the Limiting Power gg footqrior AQd Interior Fo§~tigns: 

We there:Core tind that the f:!.ner the arrey-a on the 

pos"terior or inferior positions ..- the mol. ... O :timi ting their ef'1'ect 

upon the arrays on the anterior or superior positions . :t· t he 

array on the posterior or interior position is little depressed 

its l~iting power is negligible . 

P7·om this it can be seen that the bri·tch a.rra;y limits 

the arr~s occurring on the other positions of t.he body . 

e can now esy that the array on any position both 

posterior a..,_d inferior to another :position lL11i ta tl1e arrey 

on the anterior-superior position to being no les~ depressed 

than the array on the posterior•inferior position. This 

sta.temen·t may be ;further ela.bo:rated to read thus ·- every 

position either posterior or inferior to another position i n a 

straight line has an array ~o more depressed than that on the 

anterior or superior position; :further .every position either 

anterior or superior to another position in a straight line 

has an array no less depressed than t4a.t on the posterior or 

inferior position . 

Therefore it oan be seen that if the array ot: ei thex· a 

posterior or iXU:erior position is known it ~s possible to make 

a :fe.irl.y accurate sunnise as to the ari'll.Y on either an anterior 

or in:ferior po_si tion . 

To detennine the possible limits of variation over the 

bo~ i t is o:f no uoe examining the anterior positions £irst as 

'these, though they are indicative o:f the greatest depres sion ore 

no guide as to· how little depressed a :posterior position may 

bo . On the other .1o.nd the depression o:f tho bri tch position 

array lim1 ts the array-a on any other poai tion o:f tlle dorsal or 

dorso-lateral portion of the body to being no less depressed 
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than the briton . 

Ot~(}rJ,y; V.SJ.:~atiop : 

e thus see -'chat the distribution ot the :fibre tyPe ~reys 

is orderly owing to orderly va.r,tation in the dep~<?ssion oausin0 

he erreys . This dep1·es~i.qn is caused by the action Qf two 

variables - the prenu.tal choqk and the reducing o:f inherent 

ooe.rsaness on an undeiined su.batra.t'Um. 

DisOU$~ion o:f the possible metllOd$ ()f' operation a .. •·1d -~he 

cause i.s giv~n in the swnmary of .section B. 

YAJ."'i§tion_in t!'Qre le!,gt:U : 

s well as the var~o.tion in array the~e is the v~r~&tion 

in fibre length o:.f ·the fibres compris~ng '!;he array s~riea . 

This a:.Lso varies from anterior to posterior end o:f the body ~n 

a.ccordanoe With the fibre type array V.ariation . Varia:tion 

in :fibre length being lesa in the more depressed arrays .Plain 

and Valley ~ than in the less c,iopreesG<l qhee :.;.;; Plateau end 

Sad<lle• .ve there:f'ore find the change ¥1 ~~bre leng~h yo.riation 

coinciding with the .fibre type fltfBY erudient . 

EXamination of the .Ryeland and southdown lambs reveals that 

orderly VaTiation in the !ibre tyPe arr«Y gradients is not a 

prerogative o:f the Romney lamb but al.so occurs "in the more even 

breeds of sheep . The variations in these finer more · even 

coated breeds is not so extreme ~ as in the more uneven~y bred 

H<;>mney . 

§h_eddin~: 

The differences between the R6mney ~md the finer brt3eds in 

regard to the matter oi shedding are vo.r.y ~n~eresting~ 

shedding in the Romney is due • exc~pt in ;the o~se of' infants 

and baby-fibrea - to vigour; in the soutndown and Ryeland stout 

halo hairs a.nd super sickle :fibres ere shed ""!' \Vllich m£W be due 

to vigour (5) - but in addition a number o~ fine siokle £ibres 

ar.e shed ~ whether this is due ·co vigour or not is still to be 

determined, but it is thought it is more likely to be duo to 

some other unknovm f'aotor . 
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These fibres are not able to be correlated with the shedding 

histcrotricho ; nor is this shedding to be compared W.Lth the 

shedding of t:P.e wool coat of the Blackheaded Persian (7) or 

the Scofft~k ~lackfnce because the shod fibres of the Southdown 

· ·"d Ryelauu are comparable with the birthcoat .1\.ecrp :fibres o:f 

these animaJ.s and not the wool coat .. 

. 1edulla.tion 1 

leduJ.lo.tion was not found to be important in the 

Southdown breed . It wa.e of more gen~r{ll occurrence in the 

:iyeland brood h!ld very common in the Romney . The Romney breed 

show~d r.o.a.rk~cl . .i.ndi vidual d.iff'erences ~ some showing ve 

nearly no medullation while others were nearly all hairy 

:fibres • Th,e greater powe~ to suota.in hairiness pasally 

(5) is an. ~nt~rpreta.tion of th~ fact that while LlallY lambs are 

equallY or even more hairy on the back than on the side , the 

older animals are leos hairy ( 7) on the back than on the side . 

v 9 1+ tJ+ ArJda (;~ QU.+ 9 i*,Y Wd= '-''W J.\.VHM'_'f<!Y '¥' 92'+ . 

,,e have seen that there is a. gradual. posterior

anterior gradien~ over the dorsal and dors9-latera.l regions 

of the Rowney lamb due to gradual ch~Lge from coarser to finer 

arra.vs as wG pass from bri tch to poll , with a corresponding 

c~.ange . in the depression caused by the action Qf the ·two 

variables - the prenatal ob.eok and the reduction in. inherent 

coarseness ~ This same graaient, however , do?s not appl~ to 

the ventral and ventro-lateral region fo~ which unother 

adient would have to be dre.wn. No detailed work has been 

done on the ventreJ. surf'eoe but a few examinations indicate 

that the fibre type arr~s become coarser as one pa~ses from the 

anterior to the "Posterior end of the bogy • Further they 

indicate that the fibi'e type arrey on. a position on tho oid

vontral line is inclined to be slir~htly mqro depressed tho.n one 

on a corresponding pbsitiQn on the mid-dorsal line . This is 

not· very obvious on sheep more characteristic of the Romney 

breed on positions anterior to the shoulder point position • . 

It is suspected that the ~ posterior- anterior gradient for the 
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ventral. surface i~ similar but a little less steep than that 

for the dorsal s~!ace . 

We thus find tllnt the lomb has more depressed arreys 

anteriorly then posteriorly and is, more depressed on the mid

dorsal and mid-vent~al .lines than on the lateral or inferior 

regions!' We co.n therefqre ot~te tho.t the errs.~ on any position 

e~ther posterior or inferior to another poait~on in .a straight 

line limits the array on ~~ther the anterior or superior 

position to being no ~ess depressed than the erra:y on eith~r 

the posteriot or inferior pos~tion . Hence the arr~ on the 

bri toh lirni ts the atro.ys on the rat o:f tho body to be.ing no 

less depressed t han t he bri tch nrri;zy" e.nd Y!e may therc::t'ore determin~ 

the extreme limits of the coarseness of the 

b9dy by d~·~ermini~g t4~ bri tch arrey . 

rays over the 
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l:NTRODUCTIO.N . 

The classi£ioation of fibre type ar~ays is based on 

postulated prenatal events . It is therefore desirable to 

study the. development of the coat before birth . 

The material consisted of a series of dated New 

Zealand Romney foetuses from the M$Ss~y College flock and 

a number of undated ones ~rom various sources . 

oroscopic examination was carried out with the aid of 

a hand Jens and more detailed knowledge \Vas gained by taking 

snippets o£ skin from definite areao and mounting . 

The earlie~ toetuses were fixed immediately they were 

taken from the uterus by immersion ~P a form-alcohol bath -

formalin 3 alcohol; this form-alcohol. bath was chan~ed after 

twenty four hours and the foetuse G were stored in a second 

similar bath . This was found to be a satisfactory method of 

preservi ng the earlier foetuses - the animal remainin~ in a 

suitably stretched condition for taking skin snippets. The 

later foetuses - from 112 days ~ were 

bath instead of the form-alcohol one . 

'"er sed in a - formalin 

The foetuses were 

changed to a similar solution in which the.y were stored in the 

same wa;s as .for the earlier foetuses . 

Skin samples were re 

positions - FiR' . 

arly ~aken from the following 

Nose : 

Poll : 

Neck : 

Across the bridge of the nose just anterior to the 
eyes . 

On the mid-dorsal. line between the ear and horn 
positions . 

On the mid- dorsal line half w~ between the ears and 
the base of neck specimen . 

Ventral Neck : 
On the m1d .. ventreJ. line comparable to the base of 
neck position . 

;Base o:f neck : 
On the mid-dorsal line dorsal to the shoulder points . 

Shoulder point : 
On the point of the ribht shoulder bone . 



U tllers : 

On the mid-doreal line level With the f'ifth rib• 

Fifth Ri}? : 
Ventro-lateral to the withers , on the ri~ht ~i£th 
rib, in a line with the lateral e.srJect of the shoulder 

oint and superior ~o the elbow. 

su.;eer:=.or 
Ileum: On the mid~dorsal, line 9n the superior a~gle of the 

ileum. 

Thu.rl: 

Britch 

Ventro-lateral. to the superior ileum position e.t 
+.he junction o:f th~; femur and pelvic bones {acetabulum) . 

Immediately posterior to tho stifle join:ll aud midwt\Y 
~cross the thigh . 

I:a W.J.i tion . skin snippet~ wE)re "ttaken i'rorn JUatlY other 

poci tions, but :r:wt !rom e:r;f;ry foetus • Tlle skin snippets wer·e 

stained with bor~,: c.:..rmino 1 cleared and mounted in Xylol bo.lsam. 

This staining p~qvqd. moa"t e±tec ~ive, the foll;i,0leu u1:;alning a 

deeper red than the skin gc:nel'ally . 

Examino. t1on of skin snip·oeto reveal eel ·the fact tllut 

the body .!ie,turoJ.ly di V"ided i tsclf into fbgi<J;JS tltut d·c;veJ.opc~d. 

at different ti...nco. The3c regions wer$ not e.ll conti~uous and 

:for the purpooes oi" desoriptiQna aJfl regi()na thc;;t dovclop a. t the 

owe "l.iime have been grouped together t'.Zld terw.ed a::1 Areu • There 

are six of these arcus a.t1d t.hoy hu~o l> n ~.:m na:ucd alol'eas lt. , B, c, D, 

E and :F·., reopectivoly .... eu includ.ine- the rer;ions the:ti 

develop first - i'.XOe. F those ·the t aevel<Jp lt..st . 'llhefJc Areas 

do not include the sensoljT :follicles round the c~es , mouth 

ears or nostt•,ils, nor those on the anterior or posterior 

co;r-onet ;regions; these are re~ei'l?~d to. by nome when mentioned 

in the text . 

ea A 

.Al ... ea B 

The Areas in~lude tho i'ollowiug rebions 

The poll region . 

See Fig. 9. 

The anterior neck region - dorsal and ventral • 



.Area. c 

ea D 

Area E 

3. 

The posterior aspect of the hind limb inferior 
to the knee . 

The dorsal and ventral portions o:f the posterior 
neok region . 
The fore limb knee pads . 
Th.c posterior .face o:f the . forelimb and . the large 
ventral region between the :forelimbs e4tending 
laterally to the ante1·ior coronet region and mid 
ventrally a short distance behind the navel . 

The small regions either side of the external 
genital or 0~\ll s . 

The doroa.l surtaoe of the teil and the posterior 
third of the ventra.l surface . 

The face region . 
Underneath t ilu lower jaw! 

The withers region extending laterally to anterior 
coronet region and mid-dorsuJ.ly to a short distance 
~~terior to the lest rib . 

ventral 
The anterior :face of the forelimb . 

The lateral regions o:f i!he ventral surface a.s far 
posterior as -';,;he navel. · 

The 1~1:" itch rcgi on . 

Ths beck and side regions o:f the dorsal eurf'ace . 
The dorsal limb regions inferior to the britch. 
1'he vontrn,l s-v..r~ e.ce po.~ terior tq ·tht: no.vel and 

extending down the ~imb ! ' 

ea F The ventral anterior two thirds of' the tail• 

The idorseJ. surface posterior to the bo.ck and side . 

The bridge of the nose, 

The development of the coat of' the New Zealand 

Romney lamb has been found to correspond in e main with that 

clesorioed by Wi ldman (1~) for certa.in British breeds. The 

idea for crown ... rump measurement bas been copied from thi~ 

paper and is given for the foetus along with the age. 

It will be noticed , however , tha.t considerable 

importance is attached to the stage of development termed trio 

(8) (9) which Wildman (14) makes reference to but does not 

stress . Fu.rther reference is o!'teu made to a nine stage - a 

derivative o:f the. trio stage - which has been considered of 

importance, equal to that of the trio stage; this stage when 

completed might well be mistaken :for a complete trio stage -

description appears later in the text . see Figs . 13 & 17 . This 

nine st8.6e I do not find mentioned by Wildman (14) in his 
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description of British breeds but along with the trio stage 

1 :,U.nU. it a very sa.tis:factory stage wi th which to approximately 

de.:te :foetuses . A discussion as to its importance will be 

given later . 

i2 Dror:a,: 

The earliest dated foetus taken was e 42 day one - 6 oms 

crown-ruw.p measm."ement - iolliclea were present round the eyes , 

nostrils and mouth - both upper and lower lips; these are 

preswnably sensory i 'oll.ioles • Undated :foetuses with no 

:folli~les were $imple to obtain and eloo foetuses with follicles 

around t~1e e;yet:~ tU.one . In the 4:2 dey foe·tuo t11e :follicles round 

t_le eyes war-a vecy prominent . They appeared e.s large white 

rounded s_pots . Hu follic.les were to be seen elsewhere on the 

'body us separate from the ~1ead ret,ion . 

49 Days ; - F~g . lO . 

On tho.49 day foetus - 7t to 8 c.ms • . crown-rump measure

ment t1 :few sco.ttored i'vlli(.;.lea ho.ve appeared on the poll and 

isolat.ed ones appear on the anterior portions o:f the neck . 

l'vstt:.riur and o.nterior coronet regions both had :follicles . i i th 

tho c~tccption o:f these sensor.v follicles mentioned as occurrin 

ln tne 42 day foe·tus no other .cegions o~ the body as yet had 

.folli0lea . 

56 da:v :.Coe~qs : .V'ig . 10 and 11 . 

'he 56 dey :t:oetus - ll crns • prow-n.-rump measurement hes 

isolateQ fol~~clcs over moet o£ the body, but they are much 

more dif:Licult to find on -the h and F areas thell on the other 

ones . On the A areas it i:; now poesiole ·to distinguish 

betm)en first :folJ.icres o:f ~ two ~izes ..,. X bcinR the te 

appli~d to the larg er and older and Y to tho later a.nd smaller of 

·the "li'tto . See lt1;i.g . 10 Ct.Il.d 11 . The follJ.cles Qre numerous 

on tho A area . The B e.reu. has a nun1oer of follicles but a.s yet 

X nnd Y foJ.J.iolee t~.:.ce not <liscernlble . This area is l:lowever 

in a.dvanco ox· the other areas - the most noticeable indication 

being the greater size of the ~ollioles and tho greater numbers . 

64 D~s foetus - Fig . 10 , 11 end 12. 

At 64 dayo the foetus 14 oms . crovm-rui:~.p measurement 
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has follicle$ all over ·the body nnd varying dens1tie~ are quite 

marked; dansi ty ( l.. here signifying t henumce:r 6:t' .follicles 

to a unit s.rea. n the area the X and. Y i'oll.icles are 

nu:nerous and the larger or X :Collioles ha.ve now t wo small. 

:follicles one on either s i de of them g i'ving the tr,i.o o.rro.ngement 

mentioned previously . ;ig . ~~~ These small follicles havo 

been conveniently termed x a.p.q y so tha·t the tz·ios ma.y be 

written xXx and yYy . The .I and Y .fol.lioles o:f the A area have 

arranged themselves in 1ine8• The trio groaping does not 

disturb this arr a:ngemen t • see l•'ig . 12 . on the 13 areas both 

X and Y fol licles are a.ppa:r."'ent bu"\i nl) ~rio group~ng hus 

appeared as yet . on the c areas large 'X :tolllclos and small 

Y ones canoe coen ; 'D areas have X !ollicles withY ones just 

appearing ; E and P a.reaa have i,eolatcd follicles ao&.ttered over 

the field· 11he .follicles or.. the lll areas hO'I'.fCV()r w~re slightly 

more pronoW'loed ·chan those on the J!l one. -. Linenr ~rangement of 

follicles was to b~ seen on the A and B areas but nowhere else 

on the body • 

. 68 DQ3S .- Figs . 10 ~ 11, 12 end 13 . 
l~oetu.c 

The 68 d~r :foetus 15 ems \rrown l"'lUD.p 'Jneae:»ureruent -

has· W..l tho follicles of the J.\. lU"'ea. :1.11 trio croups :ax and yYy 

f>... ... UU';.; 1..; • .:Je e .bi,;. 13 . The il , c and a.:rea.s have X t...11d Y 

follicles a.nd a t>n ea:t· much the s8.!!1e u.s ·the poJ.l. d:ld at 59 days . 

Fig . ll . Tho area ia i'urther retal'·ded than "'li.he othe:t· ·two 

'lhilc the B area is s.!.igh1ily- in ~dva.twe o:f tl1<3 C one . The 

follicles O!l all ·three areas o.:l.'O atrancing thP~Del:.VeS linearly . 

OnlY X t'ollicles are a.:pperent on the F cw:·eas while .X. and 

3Uggcstiono o:r 'Y or.oes are ·co ·i'Je seen. on tho E areas . 

72 day f~ 

The 72 da.v foetus - 19 to 20 ems orown-ru.lllp 

m~asuroment 13hows t J ... e trio t:.rra.nt;e..nent disc.ppearlng on the A 

ere a. • 'rh~s is apparently du~ ·t.o tho fs,c·t ·tnat e:t the 68 day 

. Etage X and. 7. folliclea had completed tllei:c develop.ucnt cno. 

ere about to oolll1Ilence fibre 6TOVIth . ![hen tho 72 stave is 
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linearly arranged . (Fig . r l) . 

§~ ~PY Foetys Fig . 13~ 14, 15 and 16. 

At 83 day-s the foetus - 22 to 23 ems . crown-rump measurement -

has the flbres round tlle eye throut)l the okin . The A n:ree.s 

on casu.o..l inspeetion are much the same as ~t 76 days but 

clooe;r exomination .revealed :farther development of x * and y ' 

follicles about the old x.Ix: o.nd yYy trio groups . These new 

:follicles are arranging themselves in Groups about either the 

X or x the Y or y follicles of tl1e original trio group in a 

mo.nne:r suggeati ve of the ori.ginal trio grouping which has now 

completely dis~ppeared. This is the fore-she.dmlfing of the nine

grouping - which is du.a tc eaoh of t·hc follicles of 

the trio group becoming the central ~ollicle of a group of 

three follicles - malr.ing en.ch trio the forerunner of e. nine 

.. roup! At this stage Groups of seven aud (3ight can be found . 

The :x: ' follicles are sti ll smeLl . s ee F'1g . 16 . On the B C 

and D areas t he trio arran0 emcnt of follicles is no longer 

obvious but close inspection revealed the remains o£ such 

crouping . The dei'inition o:f' x.X.x ond y'Y~r trios io no longer 

apparent . J..'lew xt and yr follicles .are c.ppea.ringi B and c areas 

showi ng groups of :five and six :follicles. An odd erou.p of 

seven ma.v be detected on the B areas . 01-:. the 1~ areas the 

suggestion of o. trio al"'ran.gement i:rtill pe:coists but now x ' and y ' 

:follicles e:.ro appearing. The F areas are in the late st~o o:l:'· 

trio development the .XX and yY follicles al~ approa.ohine the same 

size . 

,JO Q.a.,y: foetyQ.; Fi gf; . 14, 15 , 16 and 17. 

On the 90 d~ ~oetus - 29 to 30 ems crown-rump 

measurement - the f ollicles round the nostrils - on the ttpper and 

.lower lips , the horn and posterior coronet reg iono have all burst 

through the skin , while the ha;lrs round the e,y t:w ure quite 

lone . 

~'he :follicles o:f the A areas a.re no\'7 grouped in nines 

each nine originating from an original trio group. We thus 

get three groups of three one about tho X £olliole of the trio 
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and one about each x follicle of the trio group . 

, This grouping x ' xx"- !JC' .Dt' x~ . ..t ' of three oups of 

three makes the nine group - which may very easily be mistaken 

for un advanced trio grouping - closer inspection however reveals 

the nine grouping and the ori~in of the aroup . Fig . 17 . In 

addition new follicles are beLinning to appear beside the nine 

sta:~e follicles . Sol.Je of the follicles on this o.rea. are 

ready to burst throuRh the skin . B C and D areas evince a 

further increase in the number of x' and y' :follicle the B 

area having vor.y nearly reached the complete nine ouping 

sta.~e . On the E ~cas remains o:f the original trio rangement 

can still be detected but the number o£ x ' and y ' follicles are 

increasing . On the F areas tho suggestion of the trio 

. arrangement still persists thoush it is rapidly dis~ppearing . 

97 Fi gs . 15, 16 ~d 17 . 

At 97 d~s - 30 ems • crovm-rump measurement - the 

foetus has quite a number of' reF-.ions on which the 1·1 bres have 

burst through the skin. The hairs e quite long on tho~e 

re~ions where the fibres had pierced on the 90 d 

fibres on the anterior coronet region arc through . 

:foetus . The 

The fibres are through the skin on the t.reas and 

are jus~ pieroinP. it on the B ones . The C areas show the 

completed nine 6Toups though there e still o. few P.roups of 

seven and eight to be completed . no complete nine groups o·ccur 

on the D areus but there are a number o rouoe o:f eic.;llt ; on 

the F areas one can still detect the remains o:f the trio sta,;e but 

it is difficult . The E eas have a number of groups o£ five , si 

and seven :follicles while the F areas have the now x ' :follicles 

appear in oups of four and five being quite common . 

Owing to tho sterility of one ewe no foetus inter.media 

between 97 and!Ll days was secured. 

111 day fo~tus : 

The next foetus was the 111 day one - 32 - 33 oms . 

oro\vn-rump measurement . This one had :fibres through on all 

eas but the E and F ones . The fibres o:f the A and B eas 

are now quite long and have coliiilenced to curl while on the c 
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4Jreas the fibres are through the ski n . The D J~ea hes the 

fibres just piercing tb.e skin ,. The E ea. are not thrcugh . 

The nine grouping is now complet 

are just ready to pierce the skin . 

and some o£ the follicles 

On the F areas the nine 

grouping is very nearly complete . 

122 da;y f'oetu.s : 

The 122 day foetus - 40 ~ · 43 ems . crovm-r~p measurement 

is completely covered with fibres . On the early :regions -
t 

the A and 'B areas .. it is possible to distinguisil the halo- hairs 

and sickle- fipres . On the C ~d D areas suggestions of sickle

fibres can be detected while on tho li and ~ one~ the fibres are 

short and straight . . This ewe ,ha4 triplets e...?J.d the wool 

characters of the lambs were samewhat . different; two having 

a large num~er of halo~ hairs whilQ t;he thtr.d had very few . 

127 d§Y fQetus : 

The 127 day foetus~ 47-50 ems . crown· rUmp measurement 

has .relatively long :fibres present . On the earlier £ reas ... A 

B and C there is quite a marked curl effect - the r~uion about t 

shoulder po~nt being t,he most tightly curled . :ProcU.rly~ tip :f'Hr es 

tere easily recognizable from A B ~d 0 are~a and also some 

curly- tip ones wero distinguishable ~ As well, as these are some 

fine straight short fibres not able to be distinguished ae yet as 

belonging to de~inito tibro types . On the E and F ·areas the · 

:fi bros are uncurled l3.lld are not able to be sorted into definite 

fibre ~ype§·'. 

on the earlier regionn however it is p~ssiblo to £ind 

representation of all fibre ty-pes , except histerotriohs , on a. 

127 day foetus . 

No dated :f'oetuaos were secured older than this. but some 

lambs that died at birth were secured . These were :from 50 to 

54 oms . crown ... rump measurement . The wool wa.s found to be 

curled . on all regions the halo-hairs. standing, up rather stif'f'ly . 

The f i bres had grown considerably longer in the time intervening 

between the 127 day foetus and birth . SeDplee talr: en from various 

regions on these when sorted ~eve halo- hairs , super-sickle, 
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sickle and curly-tip fibres and a. fevr short fi bros which might 

have been histerotr'iohs but in eJ.l proba.bili ty are l~te curly- tip 

ones . 

Ungated FQetuses: 

From the dated material in my possession no definite 

inforillation could be gathered as to whether the £~bros on the 

E. or F areas pierced the skin first . From the relative times 

when the two areas began to grow it was surmised that E areas 

pierced slightly in advnnce of tho F ones! Undated material 

confirmed this . An undated foetus 33 oms . crown-rump measurement 

has the E e.reas just piercing the skin and the F areas not . 

nother two foetuses 33 .... 36 ems . crown- rump meas'll!'ement have 

their E cA,ree.s through and their .F1 ones with :tfust a ".few scattered 

fibres piercing the skin with in addition a number of \Vhite 

papilla-like spots which ere f'ollicles with the fibres just 

ready to pi ~r-ce the akin . 

Another foetus 32 ems . crown-rump measurement showed 

the mid-dorsal line of the E area in advance of the side regions 

of the some area~ This is also found on the foetuses - the 33 -

6 oms . one& - whioh have only a few fibres piercine the skin 

the number of fibres through on the mid-dorsal line being 

greater -than elsewhere on the F area . 

One whole skin of an undated £oetus 21 ems . crown-rump 

measurement was stained with borax carmine and cleared in cedar 

oil . On this foe~\1$ the trio arrangoment could still be 

detected on the D area while on the B and C ones the new follicl es 

coming in wer~ beginning to maSk the arrangement • On the E 

areas ·t;he trio m-ouping was obvious but new :x: ' y ' follicles were 

appearing . The F area was atill at the trio stage . 

s tudy of tbe skin of the dated series suggests that the 

approximate age of this 1'oetus is 83 days . study of the arrange

of the follicl"es revealed a linear arrangement similar to that 

figured for the masham foetus in Vtild!:le.n ' s paper (14) P • 267. 

Ex~ination of the undated foetus illustrates the fact 
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fibres burst throuvh the akin in the order that they are laid . 
do\vn - t hat io in acco~dance with tho directional currents , -

halo-hairs appearing first followed by slckle-fibres , curly

tips and last of all, hiaterotrichs . 

In ·the account of the develop:t:lent of fue coat it vl.i.ll 

be noted that o.fter the nine stage - there is no :further mention 

of development in ·tbr\!)OS. Odd- follicles are mentioned as 

appearing beside the nine f.rte.ee which may suggest that a 

further stw:e - a twenty seven stage - is possible . From 

pos~atal observations , however, this is unlikely• The pre-curly 

tip :fibres are never more than thirty thl''ee out o:f one 

hundred fibres but on the poll region they usually approximate 

this number . We tbus find tha.t pre-curly-tips constitute 

about a third of the coat. The remaining two-tcirds are curly

tips and a few histerotrichs • From t his ''e mey assume that the 

pre~curly tips ere from the trio sta~e follicles and the curly

tips from the additioneJ. x• follicles constituting the nine 

stap,e . The histerotrichs mey be from the :few extra follicles 

appearing o.:fter the nine st~e . a ~enty seven stage 

appeared one would expect that the histerotrichs would be twic~ 

as numerous as the pre-curly~~ipn end curly-tips together. 

Further if any stage later ~han a nine stage occurred 

the postrna.tal density Q:f the Romney ~ not a very dense woo~d 

sheep - would necessarily be ver,y high, or the sheep very much 

larger than it is . 

It is conceivable , however , that on dense woolled 

sheep such as t~e merino ther~ may be e complete twenty-seven 

·stage o:f development ; i n the Romney, howev~~· , it i a unlikely . 

Another point o:f interest iB the t~me taken between 

the laying down o:f' the follicle and the :fibre piercing the skin . 

On the poll region the first follicles are laid down at about 

seven weeks while the ~i~st fibres are not through the skin till 

after thirteen weeks . Thtts the time taken between the 

initiation of the follicles and the :fibre bursting through the 

skin is between six and seven weeks . The time £rom the 
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ini tia:tion of the follicle till ;i. t llas attained its :tull 

length is between two and a he.lf w·eeks and three weeks . The 

remainin~ period - two and a half weeks to three weeks -

is taken un with the forillation of tho fibre . 

Rudall (in a personal communication) mentions that it 

takes ever two weeks for the re&encration of a fibre . 

fhen the lapse of time between foll~cle initiation 

and ·the :fibre piercing the skin is considered.~ it is not in

conceivable that there ie a delciy between the causal event 

determining the prenatal check and the resultant expression . 

Dry (2) in the ,Mouse finds that the length of o. 

L.igzag fibre can be prophesied wi tl1in narrow limits by 

examining the. length of the d;isto.l. segments o:f some fibres . 

This indicate~ that total length ~s determined at an early 

stage of development . In the sheep h~ :finds expression 

that suggest they are the de laved result ·of a causal. event . 

Such expressions ere ·t;he percen~a.Re oi' chalkY sickles shed end 

the nature of the HaJ.o-hair successors . - Dry (unpublished 

paper) . 

The nature of tho suC;Cession of the :Cirst lot of 

secondary kemp is evidence of a very much delayed result of 

a past causal event . Dry - (Unpublished paper) . 

.5C%.e Tobla.z.. 5'-"n·n-na,~i j i•""~ C\ t~ f ollic.le develo~-tm(l..t-tl-. 
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lGE OF FOETU A. B 

~2 days 

b9 days 

~6 days 

54 days 

8 dS\VS 

?2 days 

B3 days 

0 des-a 

97 da;ys 

.X :follicles 

X and Y 
:follicles 
ax andy 
follicles 

Trio st e 
:x:Xx and yYy 
:f'ollicles 

X :follicles 

X andY 
follicles 

X andY 
:follicles 

L te trio sta e Trio st e 
x.Xx and yYy xXx and yYy 
:follicles ~ollicles 

:xAx' x and Late rio st e 
y ' yYy ' y :follicles xXx and yYy 

Trio one 
x ' xx'XX'x'x:x:t 
y!yy ' Yy ' yy ' -

:follicles 

Trio one 
and x ' ::x:Ix ' :xx ' 

yy ' Yy ' yy! 
:fol.lioles 

Nine st e x 'xx 'x'Xx'x ' x 
x ' xx ' x ' x ' x'x.x:' ~ and 

and 

_ _and _ y ' yy ' y ' Yy ' y ' yy1 

y ' yy ' y ' Yy ' y ' yy ' follicles 
-

Fibres tbroueh the 1ibre 
skin p iercing the 

skin 

X follicles 

X andY 
:follicles 

X andY 
follicles 

xX.x and Y 
o.nd yYy 
follicles 
rio stage 

x:Xx and yYy 
follicles 

Trio gone 
xx ' .X.x ' x 

- and 
y ' yYy ' yy ' 
:follicles 

x'x.x: 'Xx ' x ' x 
and _ 

y ' yy'Yy 'y ' yy ' 
follicles 

Nine at e 
x•xx•xrx:x•x•xx• 

aud 
Y'iY'y ' Yy ' y ' yy ' 

AREA D 

X follicles 

X andY 
follicles 

X andY 
follicles 

xXx and Y 
follicles 

Trio sta _.,·e 
and yYy 

follicles 
and odd Y 
f'ollicles 
Trio disappear
in xX.x ' x and 
yy ' Yyyt 
follicles 

Trio gone 
x •xx•xx•x and 
y! yy I Yy 1 Y";f ' 
f'ollicles _ 

xx ' Xx 'x ' xx ' 
and 

" ' y ' Yy ' y ' yy ' 
:follicles 

~T .AGES . 

AREA E 

X follicles 

X f ollicles 

andY 
f'ollicles 

X andY 
:follicles 

xX.x and Y 
follicles 

Late trio at e 
:xX:x: ' x end 
yYy follicles 

Trio still 
detect ble 
xx ' ' x and 
yYy ' y 
follicles 
Trio gone 
XX t Xx I XX t 

and 
yy'Yy ' y ' yy ' 

AREA F 

X follicles 

X follicles 

X :follicles 

X end Y 
follicles 

K and Y follicles 

Late trio stage 
xXx and yYy 
follicles . 

Trio disappearing 
xXx ' x and yYy ' y 
follicles . 

Trio gone 
XX.X 'x 
yYy ' y ' y 
:follicles 



i 'OETUS 

l ll days 

1 22 days 

·AREA A .AREA C 

Fibres begun Fibres begun Fibres through 
to curl to curl the Skin 

Halo- hairs and sickle 
recognisable 

fibres 
lt, ibres begun to 
curl 
Sickles present 

JUlliA D 

Fibres pierc
ing the skin 

·i bres begun to 
curl . Sickles 
present . 

All Pre- Curly tip and some 
curly- tip fibres recogni able 

Pre- curly-tip and a fe 
curly-tip fibres recogni~able 

rune stage 
:x: ·~·XX' x 1 x:x: 1 

and 
Y' YY ' Y' Yy ' y ' yy ' 

Straight 
:fibres 

AREA F 

x ' :xx ' :x: ' X:x: ' x:x: ' 
and 

y ' yy ' y ' Yy ' y ' yy ' 
'foll i cles 

Straight 
f i bres . 

traight fi br·es . 
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DISCUSSION: 

Before summarising the account of the follicular 

develo1>ment, it is necessary to discuss the trio and nine 

groupings which have !igured som~wha.t prominently in the above 

account . The present work emphasises the fundamental 

importance oi the number tl~ee, the. ~portance of which in 

hair arrangement Was first recognised by de Meijere (9) . 

The trio· stage of development is referred to· by Wildman (14 

p . 272 as occurring on the Down and Scot.tish _jlackfaoe breeds 

on certain specialised reGions . In his account he has not, 

however 7 attached the same ~porta.nce to ' it that ·r have done 

in this account of the New ~ealand Romney . On the Romney 

this trio stage is a detinit~ stage in the prenatal development 

of the follicles of the coat • It occurs· on ~l areas, and 

is a means of determin;~ how far develope,d the a.rt?a concerned 

is . It is considered that it may be e.. me.thod of deter.nining 

the ~ppro:x.ima.te· ag9s of undated ;,foetus . Examination of undated 

material , of dated twins, and of two dated :foetuses of the 

same af:.e , suggests that a1 though length end width m~ very the 

staJeS of 4evelopment are compar~tively cons~ant for the saoe 

age -for example 'the trio stage appears on the withers e.t about 

76 days along with non-trioing on the F areas an~ the 

commencement of trio stages on the ones . The A areas are · 

now well ·on to\vards the nine stege - see F'ig . 13 and 17 . 

The nine Rrouping succeeds the trio st~~e of development -

through th development of trio follicles about each follicle of 

the trio • This stage m~ be useful for dating older foetuses . 

lt is not quite so marked as the trio sta0o and when ¢6mpleted 

may possibly be mistaken for an advanc ed trio stage , the nine 

follicles of the group being incline.d to separate tnemselves 

into three tiTOups of thre~ follicles, each follicle being 

approximately the same size . The trio grouping was found on 
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no part of the body ter 80 dSiYS though indications that 

such a grouping had been present can be found on the F area as 

late as 97 days . 

From this account o+ the development of trio and 

nine s·tuges it fo~lows that all tl1e first follicles -:- tm X and 

Y follicles - are £orerunnars of eight additional follicles , 

gJ.ving the f'ollowing gruupings ! - XXX and yYy at the trio stage 

and ~·1 a.x ~ x.'xx1 and !~') !'Y~ ~·vv at the nine 
A 

stage . 

At the com1-le ... lie<l nine stage we eoe a.ddi tional amaJ.l 

f'ollicles e.ppea.rinR which as fer as ean be aocertained at 

present do not develop in &.ny .regular tvfzy - appearing haphe.ze.rdly 

beside ar~ of the follicles of the nine group . From both pre -

and post•na.teJ. obeervations I do not think that these follicles 

are very numerous and never result i n a. 2tl staGe o:f development . 

It is suspected tnat these follicles are the ~ollicles of the 

histerotrich :fibres . The numbe:c· o:f hiatero-~richs i n post natal 

material apparently varies considerably, but is not usually' 

hi,c,;h . e rind therefore that the bulk oi_ t he coat is made up a: 
£1 bres which grot·t :from. the :follicles o:f the nine stage . 

I:f t he· depression be due to d.ensil;y it :t;ollows thc:'c the 

original number of X ~md Y f'ollicles , ·tnat is original. density, 

will be one of the important factors deterLlining both e. f'ibre 1 s 

oa.-reer ::md the subsequent f~bre ty-pe array. 

The depression is oaused b;y the act.ion o:f two varia.hlea 

(5) - the prenatal check and the reducing o:f inherent coarseness . 

This depression .... which prenubal Observations suggest may be 

due to density at the trio and at. the nine Gtage t3 has been 

considered to be a. local phenomenon (51 . The observations made 

on the different Areas further supl.>Qrt this view - d:t.:.rrerEi)nt 

Areas attaining to the s~e stfj.f;O o~ dovolopment at di:t"f'erent 

times . 

From pres~nt obserYations it j,s BllEpected that 

denuity at the various stages of development may be correlated 

with fibre type arrey . Further it iEJ thought that the 

oribinal. density together with varying akin ex:pu. ... 1sion is of 
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paramount importance in determining the :t5.bre type a.rre3s · 

it is a.J.so thounht tha-c these sem.e two interactinR :factors 

influence the number oi ~recur~y-tip !ibres ~ 

i th this in mind we turn to a more detail eel ;;;tud~ o~ 

the follicle development~ We have tlle follov.r:lng marked stage -

(1) The completed first follicle • the X ann Y 
:follicle stage . 

(2) The trio stage . 

(3) The nine stage . 

This arrangement o:f three successive stages emphasises 

tho fac ·t that the nu.nber of :first f,Ulcl Y :follicles is perhaps 

the c.t.ief factor determining the density o:f the e..du].·t; a.ail!la.l . 

Secondly it reveals that the greater the early density the 

greater the trio stag~ density and the greater 1;he nine stee;e 

density . t is t.nown that at seventeen week~ hslo ... haira , 

sick.le....:fi bres and curly- tip ones a en be seen on the advanced 

areas . From post natal work it 1 s lmown ·that the proportion 

o:f pre-curly- tip fibres per hundred fir.res is higher on the 

o.dvooced than on thG later areas ( soe Section C) , as many as 

thirt:v~ ~hree proourly-tip :fibres per h.un<ircd f 'ibres being 

ound . 1from this we must assu :..e that in such oases a..l..l trio 

stage £ollicles 'produce pre-curly-tip £ibres . On the other 

hand on some of the later areas we o as e that only ~he . X 

a.nd Y follicles become ·pr-ecurly- tip ~ibres and not necessarily 

all. o:f those . 

From these we can me.k~ t ·he general assumption that 

there is an original densi ·ty which varies from position to 

:position . 

The original number of follicles is increa~ed three ttmes 

at the trio stage and nina tirles at tlle ~ine st~e . This 

increase in the number of f'ol.li(}lcs i.s offset in J:!W:·t. b~ 
~~€>~~ 

exuansion of the skin . It is assumed that the number of 
~ ~ 

follicle-s i:s r,Ta.dua.l for each sta.go- l)llt :l t ::u poso:lble that in 

some sheep it may be sudden • ;'rom thitl it iG postulated thej; 

the vrenatal check is due to the increase in the number of 
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follicles at the trio stage - the $trength of the prenatal 

check being due to·the number of follicles a~ opposed to the 

extent of the expansion of the skin . Further the second check 

the reducing of inherent coarseness - may be due to the nine 

atat,e of dev.elopment increasing the denei ty wh;i.ch j.s again in 

part offset by the skin expansion . 

If the formation of the nine stage t akes place from a 

sufficiently dense trio stage it may oppose ~~e e£fects of skin 

expansion and the fibre type arre¥ will show no increase i n ooerse-

ness - ill be a Fla.in ray . However, if t~e density is not 

suniciently high the skin exp~sion ma..v be too r., rea.t to be 

combated by a gradual or even a sudden appearance of number of 
~ 

nine stage follicles ~d we will find the fibre type arrays 

ranging according to the increase in the number of :follicles in 

relationship to the skin expansion •. 

e there:t'ore find that· th ibre .type arrays are due to 

the interactio~ of two variables ~ (1) the prenatal check and 

(2) the reducing of inherent coarseness . These two variables 

it is suggested are two ressions of the same kind of balance 

the increasing of the varying original. ( 1>: an9. J ) densities as 

opposed to skin expansion at different times - · viz . the trio and 

nine stages . 'l'hese two variables ho\vever cannot be separated 

but according to the extent they interact do we get the varying 

:fibre type arrays . It now seems as if we may regard the 

prenatal check as a trio depression and the reducing of inherent 

coarseness as a nine depression . 

be described as f ollows ~ -

on this theory the arrays m 

The Plateau .: would be due to a slight trio 

Saddle : 

depression succeeded by a late nine depression . 

Hence the original density was not sufxioient to 

combat the skin expansion and onl hen all follicles 

were developed did the coarseness appreciably 

diminish . This would account for the common 

occurrence of precipices in Plateau arrays . 

In this case the trio depression is sliaht and the 

nine depression is not ef£ective until at least 
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some curly-tips have become coarse . Hence original. 

density was ~ain insufficient to outweigh skin 

.. expansion but was sufficient to cause a slight 

checking a.t the trio stage which is not repeated til~ 

well along the series . 

Ravins.H Here the original. density is sufficient to cause a. 

strong trio depreasion but the skin expansion is too 

great to allow ~ t to persist long enough to overlap 

with the nine depression- hence the mar~ed rise in 

coarseness pr1.or to the nine depression causing the 

reducing of inherent coarseness . 

Valley: The trio depression is of longer duration here but the 

nine depression though not u~ally late is not soon 

Plain: 

enough to overlap with the trio one . Very rarely the 

nine depression is late. Here the original. density 

is sufficient to cause a marked check at the trio stage 

which extends into the beginning of the nine stage . 

I{ ow, ~oweirer 1 there is a greater exnansion in skin 

than the density can cope wi~h and there is a rise in 

coarseness prior to the check caused by the completion 

of the nine stage . The extent of the rise w-lll 

depend upon the extent of the disparity between skin 

expansion and d~nsity. 

The trio depression and the nine depression overlap -

the original density is su~ficiently great to counteract 

skin expansion so the trio and nine stage checks overlap 

and no rise occurs. 

~scarpment : 
Here the trio is early and the nine depres sion is 

potent and both overlap depressing a.U. sickle-fibres 

to curly-tip omes . The original density is sufficient 

to give an early potent trio depression and the nine 

stage density overlaps it . 

This array sugbests that a 1brew : in :follicle 

formation occurs at some period - pre-curly tips being 

one side the 11 break end curly-tips the other . 
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From this We can sa:y that the :fibre ·t;yp~ arrays csn be 
' e.xpla.ined ae due t o the varyine; interactions of skin expansion 

and the increasing of original density ~ taking place at 

difierent times -viz . at the trio and nine stages . The 

first stage - the trio depression - has been called the prenatal 

check, t he second the ni.ne depression - the reduction of 

inherent' coarseness {5) {6). ~Urther we may s~ that these 
·~·~ 

two variables ·- the skin expansion and tho original donsi t y 

have to be considered vrhen the pre-curly-tip distribution 

is discussed . (See Sec-tion C) • Here the varying skin 

eA~ansion up to a definite period ~ the trio stage - is with 

the nUL1ber o:f first :follicles of all importance . •rhe 

varying proportions of pre-curly-tip to curly-tip fibres may 

be due to a greater expansion of skin prior to the trio stage 

on those regions· with high counts t han on those \'fith low 

counts . This will not a.:t'fect the latel' O.ensi ty and wi].J.. 

therefln~e not affect the later portion of· the fibre type 

array . Thia early d-ansi ty :followed by mark ed expe.11sion mey 

account for the prevalence of Havi ne a,rr~s on the superior 

ileum and thurl positions~ 

The :fo.llicle·s that appear after t he nine stage have 

not been considered a.s a:fi'ecting the f'i"brc type arrey beinr.-.· 
. ' 

only addi tiona.l .follicles which ma;r or mey not comprise all 

the histerotrioh fibres . 

It is hoped that future more detailed work on density 

variation and i n expansion will further test t his view. 
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Summarising the above account it can be sai_d that 

the f'irst :follicles formed are the . first to pierce the skin 

and tha.t certain areas are alweys in advance of other areas 

in the :following order o:f deveJ.op.Jlental proftress . , B, C 

D, E then F areas . 

The :first fibres to cvme throu&h are the sensory hairs 

Dry (2) de Heije:re (9) Vlildmen (14) . The next positions 

to pierce the skin e,re the horn l"egion and posterior COI·onet 

~egions . ,_lhe e.reas now pierce in the order given above -

A, B, C, D., E and then F~ 

hat fibres these first :follicles produce is _dependent 

upon the prenatal check - in the .New Zealand Romney on eJ.l 

except the B t)lld 0 areas and portions of the D one ... the withers 

they are o:ften halo-hairs - but on the .finer woolled b1·eeds they 

will. usu.al.l.y be sickl.e-fi bres . 

The later fibres keep piercing the skin and what they 

become depends upon the time ~ld extant of th~ reducing of 

inherent coarseness • 

For the purposes of· describing the development of the 

Romney lambs' coat it was found convenient to divide the Skin 

into certain are-as "!C" A,. B, c, D, E and F ... each b~ing :formed 
T 

by the grouping o:f all regions that develop at the same time 

and rate. 

(l) 

(2) 

t3) 

(4) 

These areas are determined b~ the :following methods 

All regions where X and Y .follicles '9egin growth at 
the same time belong to the some area . 

All. regions attaining the trio stage o:f development at 
the snme time belong to the same area . 

.All regions reaching the nine stage of development 
at the same time l)elong to the same area . 

All regions on which follicles pierce the sk in at the 
same time belong to the same area . 

These are the four main staRes in the development of' 

the co a. t and may be termed 

(l) 
( 2) 
(3) 
( 4) 

The ~ounda.tion of X and Y :follicle stage . 
The trio stage . 
The nine stage . 
The skin piercing stage . 
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These four stages take place on different areas at 

different times but never more than three st~es can be 

recognised on a foetus at one time . Further it is possible 

to detect marked differences in the extent to which a stage is 

developed - for example two are~e may both be at the trio stage 

but one area may be at a.n adv~?i stage and the other just 

trioed . It is a study of these differences in the staRe of 

development of the trio group that is most useful in defining 

the areas . 

FTom this work we can state : (1) that different areas 

develop at different times; (2) there is orderly pror.ression 

in development from A to F areas; (3) there are certain marked 

stages of development that enable one to judge the approximate 

age of the foetus by a stu~ of the different stages of 
. 

follicle development occurring over the foetus at the same 

time; (4) that each region is a local governor of its own 

development; - this last fact supporting the view that the 

depression i$, a local phenomenon . 

In future work it is hoped to correlate this 

information with post natal growth and put to the test the 

theory that ··the fibre type array is due to the original density 

and its relationship to skin expansion - the prenatal check 

beinK due to density at the trio sta~e a trio depression 

and the reducing along the arr ey of the inherent coarseness 

to a similar depression .at the nine stage a nine depression. 
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e turn now to consider the proportion of halo-hairs 

sickle-fibres and their intermediate :fibre types to curly- tip 

and post-curly-tip fibres - see Graphs 14 , 15 and 16. 

It was evident at a glance , when making a study of 

the fibre type ~rays, that the shoulder point and withers 

speciruens had more sickle-fibres than the back and side while 

the back and side samples had more then the superior ileum and 

thurl sa...m>les . Counts were made confirming these observations . 

It was "then apparent that excluding the poll and britoh, the 

higher the sicl::le-.fibre oount on any region o:f the body the 

earlier does the coat begin to grow on that region . 

The poll had a low sickle ooun.t; the coat commences 

growth on 1ihe poll :first; halo and sub-heJ.o hairs and 

super-sickles were plentiful on the poll . As it is possible 

to obt.ain :fibres t hat o.re intermediate between these fibre 

types and sickle-~ibres it was considered that they may be 

ouped together as_ e. pre-curly .... tip group. Further rupport 

for this grouping is that in a few lambs of Dr . Dry ' s with 

a very high number of halo-hairs , those fibres arc far more 

plenti:f1Ll than the super·~iokles . Then in all. Dr . Dry ' s 

lambs in which super-sickles are plentiful the sickles are 

relative~y scarce . Further Mr . Rudall points out that in one 

lamb shed ·sickles were :followed by shed kemp . .Another 

reason for grouping these fibres together is that the pre

curly-tip fibres are the fibres that constitute the Kcm:p • 

Curly-tip fibres are only very occasional ly shed in the 

Romney . Further these pre-.curly-tip fibres all shed the 

same way .. even in the finer breedo ~ that is there is a 

thinning followed by a brush in a bulb like swelling (5) . The 

subsequent counts justified this gTouping of the pre-curly-tip 

fibres together; ·these counts were made :from S&ll'Ples ta.h.en from 
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the same posi tiona as ·the fibre type eJ.'7;t:J3 semples - aea 

Fig . ~. preliminary exa~ination of prenatal m~terial 

was ..n.a.de e.nd it was found that tlle order in. which pos1 tions 

c omm.sncod IU'owth was the same :for the NGw Zealund Romney as 

for tl1e British breed described by W~_ldman (1:11-). 

Lambs of t soutbdown ru1d Ryelan~ breeds ware also 

sampled and ooun-t;ed . 

The prscur1y-tip :fibre uount for the different 

positions naturally fell ~nto groups . The group a on 

examination oi foetal material were found to represent 

regions on which tho :follicles burst throue;h .the skin at 

spprotima.tely tne some time . Further the gToups 

arranged themselves in the order of a.iminish,ing counts $.lid 

the groups with the highest counts burst tlu"'ough the skin 

earlier than those with lower counts . 

The grouping .~n order of dimini~hing counts was -

.-.~e Graphs 14, 15 and 16 . 

Poll J~ &rea. 

Ventral neck B area. 

Shoulder po i nt c ~ea 

ithers , fifth rib, and britch D area 

Back and side B dll:'ea 

Superior ileum, thurl apd superior 
flank F cuea. 

The following table gives the counts for nine New 

Zealand Romney , t .. o southdown, and two Byelend lrunbs • 

The positions or groups of positions sre allocated to 

the area they belong to as described in section B o:f this 

paper . see Fig • . 9 ~ Section B - Area.e A, B, o, D, E or F ., 

being the terms given respectively to the difxerent regions 

which commence ;crowth at the same time. Area A ia the f'irs·t 

area to burst through the ski.n ... Are e. F the last . The 

number of reRions belonging to an 

section B. 

oa varies - see Fi g . 9 , 
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Table3showins the number of p~e-ourly-tip fibres 
per hundred fibres on Romney, southdown and Ryeland 
lambs . For some animals the cOlllplete series of 
samples was not eva~lable . 

__ ... __ 

sition ~ Count§ 

11 

entral 
ck 

oulder · 
int J 

thers 
itch 

accord
ing to -
section B· 

South-
.slQ.E ~· 

§hee;g No . ~8 p41 745 75Q 763 607 619 622 6?8 SO 85 . 50 63 

A 32 30 20 24 25 . ...,.. , ... 19 32 31 31 

;a - 25 14 21 22 - .. 
I 

c 20 20 10 20 20 22 19 20 27 15 29 24 24 

) 22 18 7 J.4 13 17 13 17 21 12 27 19 20 
) D 2#:! le 9 14 l3 15 15 16 21 9 26 l.a 19 

fth Rib ) a 14 14 .. - - .. - - l8 20 . 
lde 
ck 

,Areas 

) 
) E 20 14 7 11 8 14 ll 12 19 5 23 ll 

J8 J.3 9 l2 ~ 14 10 10 J..S 7 25 14 

ilewn) . 
)F . 8 10 5 8 5 8 a s 15 4 17 6 

:flank) 7 8 5 - 6 lO 9 9 17 - - -
7 9 .. .... ·- 8 8 8 17 - -

see Graphs 14 , 15 end 16 illustrating the diminishing 
counts as one passes from~ly to later developing areas . 
These graphs emphasise the fact that there is no definite 
line of demarkatio~ separating one area from the next makin 
the actual definition of areas somewhat arbitrary. 

This grouping suggests that areas shoHing the some stage of' 

follicle development may be easi~y observed in prenatal material . 

see Section B. 

From Graphs 14, 15 and 16 end the above table it can be seen 

that the number of precurly-tip fibres present may vary 

considerably on different animals but the relationship between 

the re,q:ions generally conforms to the following order : -

13 
13 

7 

A areas having between 4 und 5 t~es as many pre-curly-tip f~bres 

as the F areas; the B and C ones have between 2 and 4 times , the 

D between 2 and 3 and the E between l and 2 times as many as 

the 1D area . 

We can describe the limits of variation thus : -

:Poll Ventral Shoulder Wi there Side Superior ileum 
' Neck Point Britch and Thurl and 

and Back Superior Flank 

A . : B· • C · : Fif'tB Ri~ E . F 
' 

. . - -- . . - ' .... . - -- ·~ - .. .L. ... 
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The Graphs (14, 15 and 16) show a similar type o£ curve 

tor Romney 1 SQuthdown and Ryeland lambs .... each ~heep showing 

a gradual diminishing of the count from early to late areas . 

e thus find that the Ryele.nd a.nd southdovm breeds agree with 

the Homney in their distribution o:f pre- curly-tip fibres . 

CONCLUSION. 

From the facts reported it is conclu.dod that the earlier 

a :fibre begins to grow the eate~ its chances of being a 

halo- hair , the depression determining thepu-ticular :fibre type 

array , however 1 resulting in the diveraificution of the 

expression achieved from follicles with similar potentialities . 

ith this in mind we may suggest that there may be an 

essential sameness in the folliclea that produce halo-hairs , 

sickle and curly .... tip :fibres, each :fibre-type being an expression 

of the ef1·ect o:f the depression upon the ·f'ol.licles at different 

stages of development . 

le find that there is a regular distribution o:f pre- curly

tip fibres and fat' this reason al.one VIe may group them together , 

e thus have e.J.l pre-curly-tip t'ibres expressions of follicles 

with similar potent1ali ties . \lhen we consider the counts in 

conjunction with pre- natal work we find that on no part of the 

body can any follicles but tr!o stage follicles become pre-curly 

tip fibres . ~Tom this one may assume that the follicles of 

the nine stage are so affected by the nine depression tho.t they 

become fine tipped curly tips . On some areas all of the trio 

follicles may be pre~ourly-tips while on late~ ones very few will. 

be allowed to become pre- curly-tips . It is on the later 

areas however that we find coarse curly-tips which preswnably 

comprise the remaining fibres from the trio :follicles . This 

may be the clue to the relation betwenn pre-curly- tip hairiness 

e.nd curly-tip hairiness, suggesting that both are different 

expressions of a similar phenomenon . In support of such a 

view we may mention that in animals with marked pre-curly-tip 

hairiness - Plateau arrayed ani~als - the curly-tips ere often 
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hairy . Also in the occasional high shedding of curly-tips 

Dry { unpub~i shed paper) we have behaviour on the part of the 

follicles that is usually confined to those containing pre- curly-. 

tiiH' •- Further , y finds that his no- halo-hair animals are 

never gT01:3Sly hairy , gro sa curly-tip hairiness acoompar.yin 

gross pre- curly- tip hairiness ! . It mey also be put forward in 

support of tbis suggestion that the very fnct that tho trro 

depressions coalesce in the Plain ruld ~scarpment arrays indicates 

that both .types o:f hairiness may b~ reduced by the same 

depression ... suggesting similar potentiaJ.i ties in the follicles . 

From this it can be gathered that no definite conclusion 

oe.n. be drawn as to why the high and lovr counts are distributed 

as they are . Prenatal investigation, however, suggests 

that onl~ trio stabe :follicles form pre-curly- tip fibres end 

that the original density together with the skin expansion 

determines the future career of a fibre . Further it is 

suspected that the same two factors are a.ll. important in 

determining the :fibre type e.rray distribution . This suggests 

that pre- curly-tip fibre distribution and :fibre type arrt3\V 

distribution m~ be close~ rel~ted . This is more fully 

discussed in the section headed 11 discussion '' in Section B o:E this 

paper . 
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1. A new fibre type array - the Escarpment - has been found, 

the interpretation of which leads one to suggeLt that the 

founding of follicles may proceed in 1 jerk& 

between one fibre type and the next . 

2 . 

"breaks' occurring 

. There is e. general posterior - anterior (bri·tch-pollJ gradient 
1n the depression causing the 
fibre tTpe array together with subsidiary ~nferior-superior 

eradients for the dorsal and dorso-lateral portions of the coat 

o£ the Romney , southdown and Ryel and breeds . 

3 . The ventral surface from more casual examination has a 

similar but less marked posterior-anterior , · 

adient~ ln the depression causing the fibre type array. 

4. This orderly variation is due to anterior positions alw~s 

being more depressed than posterior ones. Tho britch position 

arra;y therefore limits the arrays on the other positions of the 

body to being no less depressed than the bri tch position array . 

5 . 
in .fibre length 

V e.riationA is correlated with the fibre t ype arrays - the 

more depressed an arrey -:- that is an arre:;y severely affected by 

both the prenatal check .and the reducing of inherent coarseness-

the less the variation in i t ,s .fibre length. Also the more 

depressed an array the finer the fibres compr ising it and the . 
' lower ·the percentage o:f medullation . 

6 . Shedding of fine fibres is discussed and althouRh the fine 

fibres of southdown and Ryeland are/the same fibre types as those 

o£ the Romney in which shedding is regarded as an exprousion of 

vigour, it is thought that this shedding is due to some other 

unknown factor . 

7. The body of a foetus can be divided into six areas-

, B, C, D, E and F, each area being made up of re&ions which 

develop at the same time . The areas develop i n this order - 11. , 

B, C, D, E then F . 

Nei thor the eyes, ears, no.strils nor lips which have sensory 

follicl es , nor the posterior and anterior coronet regions are 
i-nnln t'l.:>il 
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in these areas . 

8 . The first .follicles laid down on any region are the · first 
from which fibres 

follicleo \ burst tbroubh the skin on that rcRion . The time 

:t'rom the founda.~ion of the follicle to the bursting through the 
of the fibre 

skinj is between six and seven weeks ·- ~ follicle taking between 

two and three weeks to attain its ~ull size after which 

presumably the fibre commences growth . 

9 . Development proceeds on ·the A areas in a. series of three 

each first follicle or y) being the forerunner of nine 

follicles x 1xx 1 1 x 1 Xx 1 • x':X:x'. 

10 . There are four marked stages in the development of the coat, 

each area. reaching the same stage of development at a. di!ferent 

time . 

(l) The foundation o:f follicles (X and Y) stage . 
(2) The trio stage . 
(3) The nine stage . 
(4) The skin piercing stage . 

11 . It is suggested that the prenatal check is a trio 

depression and the reduction of inherent coarseness a ·nine 

depression . 

12 . It is suggested that the intensity of the trio and nine 

depressions ia due to the number of firs·t X a.nd Y follicles (the 

forerunners of the three and nine groups) as opposed to the 

skin expansion up to the trio and nine stages . 

1:3 . The number of pre-curly-tip fibres per hundred :fi t.res 

from the different areas decreases as one passes from early to 

late developing areas . 

14 . It is shown that the earlier a :follicle commences gro\fth 

the greater its chance of being a halo hair~ haJ.o-hairs 

pierce the skin first, then sickle fibres and then curly-tips 

and last of ell histerotrichs . 
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15 . The greatest number of pre-curly- tip £ibres per hundred 

fibres was thirty·· tnree; there:fore only trio :follicles ever 

for.m pre-curly- tip fibres . 

16 . On the regions where the pre-curly-tip count is low the 

hairy-tipped curly-tips are more abundant , 

17 . The suggestion is put forward that pre~curly-tip and 

curly-tip hairiness may both be expressions of an essential 

sameness . 

18 . It is concluded that every region is a local governor 

of its own development .. 

I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to Dr . Dry and to 

. K. M. Rudall f'or their helpfuJ. ori ticiams . My thanks are 

also due to the donors of the Farmers ' Union Scholarship :ror 

the opportunity to carry out this investigation . 
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PLATES. 

:PLATE 1 : 
Fie; . 1 . 

Fibres 

Fig . 2 : 

bllcarpment arra:y - note the direct transition :from supersickles 
to curly tip :fibres . 

From left to right. 

Halo hair shed. 

Super sickle shed. 

Super-sickle persistent . 

Curly-tip persistent. 

Diagram of a lamb showing the positions s~pled . 

Fig . 3 : Diagram of tho :fibre type arrlcy'" distribution on the Homney 

Lamb No . 755 - the example from the coarse woolled class of 

Romney lambs . 

Fig . 4: 
Diagrom of the fibre-type array distribu-tion on ·~he Romney 

Law.b No . 618 - the example .from the :fine woolled class of 

Romney Lambs . 

PL.t'l.TE lll: 

Fig. 5 : :Viagrem of the fibre type arr di~tri bu.tion on JGhe Romney 

Fig . 6 : 

Fig . 7: 

Lamb no . 763 - the example from tho intermediate ~lase of 

omney Lamb . 

Diagram of th~ fibre ·type array distribution on the Southdown 

lamb No . so . 

iasr.r~ of the fibre tYPe ax·ray distribution on the ~trela.<''l.d 

Lamb No . 50 • 

.PLAT.u.S lV.:- Gra~hs 
I 2_, 3 

V~-
4J 5, 6 

Vl : '•~ 7 ; a, 9 

Vll: ' . l0pll , 12. 

These are graphs of the fibre type array distributions on 
, 
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various Romney 1 southdovvn and Rye~ond lembo. The anhs are 

drawn to show the :l.ncrcc.sing 5.ntenai ty of the depJ:'ens1on causing 

the :fibre type arrays as one passes. from posterior to anterior 

positions and from inferior to superior positio:ls - the inferior -

superior gradient being subsidiary to the genereJ. posterior-

anterior one . 

Graph 1.: 

Graph :for Romney lamb no . 75th 

see Fig. 3 . 

Graph 2 , 

Graph :tor Romney lALO.b No . 618 . 

see Fig . 4 . 

G;raph ~ 

Graph for Romney Lamb No . 628 . 
~: the sida less depraosed than ths back position . 

~Mh4 . 
Graph for Romney Lamb No . 745 . 
Note the 5th r i b 1ess depressed than th 

Graph 5 

Graph for Romney Lamb No . 641 . 

Graph.§.. 

Graph 7 

Gr aph 8 

Grapll 9 

Gr~ph for Romney Lamb No . 763. 

See Fig. 6 . 

Graph for Romney Lamb No . 638 . 

Graph for Southdown Lamb No . 35 . 

Graph :for Southdown Lamb No . 80 .. 

see Fig . e. 
Gr §Oh 10 

Graph for Byel a.nd Lamb No 4 63 4 

Gr gph 1~ 

Graph fer By el and Lamb No . 50 . 

See Fig . 7 . 

Gr aph 12 

ithers position . 

This graph is drawn from Table 1 giving the commonest 



.fibre type arrays on the var i ous positions . Thi s 

graph gives tho ±'ibre ts--pe ar:ray &radi ent typical f or 

the New Zealand Romney l ambs studied . 

PLATE Vlll : .. 

Graph 13 

Graoh showing the minor variations in fibre type arr ay 

gradient due to variation in the extent to whi ch the same 

fibre type array is depr essed . 

The P.:raphs are for Romney Lau.bs nos . 755 and 641. 

Compare with Graphs 1 and 5 for the same sheep . 

PLA'rl!< lX: 

Fi g . 8 

~ig . 9 

Diagram of a lamb to indicate the positions from whi ch 

skin snippets were taken on prenatal material . 

Diagram of the dorsal and ventral portions of a pelt of a 

lamb to show the Areas A, B1 c , D, B, F and the different 

regions comprising an Area . The sensory follicles round 

the eyes , lips and nose and those of the anterior and 

posterior coronet regions do not belong to any Area . 

Ant . Corone·t Anterior coronet region . 

Ext . Genitals External genitals 

.Post . Coronet 

PLAT~ 10: 

Posterior coronet regi on • 

Fi g . 10 
Diagram to show the first follicles just appearing . 

:F'ig . 11 

F'it, . 1; 

.lfig . 1 3 

Diem-am to show the appearance of tv10 types o:f first 

ollicle - the X and Y follicles . 

niagram showing the commencehlent of the trio stage , some 

o:r the X .follicles being trioed but none oi' the Y ones . 

ote the linear arranbements • 

Dia~ram of the trio stage - all X and Y follicles are trioed . 

xXx and yYy stage . 

( to be opposite Plate 10) . 



LATE 11 : 

F'ig . 14 

DiaRram of the completed tr~o stage with odd new x 1 foll icles 

appearing - X and x tiild Y and y i'ollicles are all the same 

size . 

Fi g . 15 

Di a.ur sm showing the trio appearance disappearing due to the 

addition of new x ' follicles . 

Fig . 16 

Diagram to show the disappearance of the trio stage and t he 

groupings of six, seven and eight follicles . 

:b' ig . 17 : 

DiQclram of the nine stae;e - showing the tendency for each of 

l?,TOU 

LATB 12 

These 

of nine to :for.n three groups oJ: three . 

Graph~ 14 , 15 and 16 . 

raphs are drawn to show the decreQJ3e i n t he number of 

re-curly-tip fibres per hundred fibres as one ~asses from 

early to l ate Areas . The areas are those described from pre

natal observations . 

Graph 14 : 

Showi ng t he decrease in the number of Pre-curly tip f i bres as 

one passes from early to late Areas on the Romney l ambs -

tlos . 638 , 6411 763 , 755 and 745 . 

Granh 15 : 

~hows the decrease in t he number of Fre-curly-tip fi bres as one 

passes f rom early to l ate 

85 end so . 

Granh 16 : 

eas on t he .southdm?n Lambs Nos . 

Shows the decrease in the number of tho Pr e-curly-tip f i bres us 

one passes from early to lat.e .A.ree.s on the Ryeland lambs Nos . 

63 and 50 . 

--·----
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p.PUHT 01~ D.t!.<NSIIJ.ry y/U_Rh, . 

A series of thirteen dated animals were secured , all of 

vrhich had the same r..1ale parent - and treated as described in 

Section B. 

Counts were made f'rorn. the sni Jpets taken from different 

regions . 

Some of these re6ions were at the same stahe of growth; others 

were not . ~ee ~ection B. description of ATeas . 

It was found that when counts for the s&ne region were plotted 

against time the graph showed two peah.s when density was 

highest . These coincided with the trio and nine stae·es 

of development . 

'rhis Graph was lound for every region studied, the counts, 

however, being made f'rom different animals. 

The ret,; i ons studied hovrever reached the same sta; ·e of 

development at different ages and still showed the same two 
later 

pe~ graph, the peaks however becoming prorressively/ as the 

re ions developed later . 




